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HATONN

HOTLINE

Because we are so short of time I can
only give "guidelines" about the hotline
information. But I WANT TO START TODAY-WITH THE DREGS AND TEARS!!
THIS TUESDAY WILL BE THE LAST
LIBERATOR. THIS DECISION WAS MADE
OVERA MONTH AGO BECAUSE O F SUCH
SHORTAGE O F FUNDS AND THE DAMAGE DONE TO T H E INSTITUTE BY
GEORGE GREEN. NO FURTHER FUNDING CAN BE DRAINED FROM THE INSTITUTE UNTIL THE CORPORATION CAN
SETTLETHE DEMANDS LEGALLY OFTHE
"INVADERS". THEREFORE, THE SUPPORT TO THE PAPER AND JOURNALS
MUST STOP UNTIL LEGAL PROBLEMS
CAN BE SETTLED. THE EKKERS CANNOT
UTILIZE THE PROPERTY ANY FURTHER
AS ASSET FORTHE RTC WONTHE BATTLE.
ALL WE CAN HOPE FOR NOW IS THAT
THE "LAWSUIT" CAN BE SOLD TO THE
ENTITY WHO LOANEDTHEMTHE MONEY,

PERSONALLY,AGAINSTTHEPROPERTY-

I

TO FIGHT FOR THE PROPERTY. THIS FECTLY" THEN THE INFORMATION WILL
WILL COVER THE SUIT AS AN ASSET CONTINUE TO FLOW UNINTERRUFTED.
AGAINSTTHEBANKRUPTCYWHICHTHEY THE PRESENTATION (PAPER) UNDER
ARE NOW AGAIN "IN" AND ALLOW SECU- MOST TIMELY CONSIDERATION WILL BE
RITY O F THE LENDER. FURTHER, THE CALLED "CONTACT" The Phoenix Project.
ORIGINAL LAW-FIRM UTILIZED BY The corporation in point has no assets
EKKERS IS NOW COMING BACK FOR EITHERwhich is worse than bad-but ifwe
OVER$50,000 IN "EARNED* LEGAL FEES pool subscription dues-we see that toPLUS INTEREST. OH, INDEED, MR. GREEN gether we can keep the information flowing
AND THE LEGAL EAGLES HAVE BEEN in some manner for a while longer.
We will be given rights of control of
BUSY, BUSY, BUSY! IS THIS GODLY? I
ASK THIS O F YOU PEOPLE WHO HAVE information and basically allowed to utilize
DENOUNCED ME, MY PEOPLE AND OUR our LBERATORformatandvolunteercrew
WORK-IN
FAVOR O F THE CORRUPT, to allow for meeting of costs. We shall
LYING BASTARDS O F DECEIT SENT simply do that which we can-and trust
FORTH TO PULLYOU INTO DESTRUCTION. you readers to receive the information and
DO I CONSIDER THIS LOSS? NO, I keep up as changes are required. At this
CONSIDER IT "CHALLENGE" AND WE point we ask that you experience at least
HAVE ALL THE ANSWERS TO THESE one issue of CONTACT before you cancel
PROBLEMS BUT IT MEANS EGOS GO TO subscriptions--WE BELIEVE WE HAVE
HELL WHERE THEY BELONG INSTEAD MATURED AND THAT EVEN MORE AND
O F "YOU" AND FULL UNDERSTANDING IMPORTANT INFORMATION WILL COME
OFTHE SYSTEM AND HOW TO UTILIZE IT. INTO THE SHARING.
Hearts here are bleedingand hurt-but
WE HAVE ONES WORKING WITH US
SOTHATTHEMESSAGESMAYCONTINUE there is no way we who have nothing in
TO FLOW TO SOME EXTENT AND IF ALL assets, having lost everything and having
ARRANGEMENTS CAN WORK "PERPlease see "EVIL EMPIRE", page 28
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THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR

Now Forced To Shut Down!
3/19/93#1 HATONN
WHEN YOU THINK YOU CANT
GO FARTHER,
YOU CAM
I, Hatonn, come in the Light of Radiance
with my brethren from those realms to
which all might aspire and flourish-to
serve God of Holy Light and Perfection in
Creation.
I leave the 'headingw above from
Tuesday's writings for in the interim the
burdens have quadrupled upon the head
of mjr scribe and our local crew.
Disappointments?? Oh indeed, it goes
beyond disappointments in events and in
persons to whom were entrusted their very
lives and all property.
What shall we do now? Well, 1 suppose
many of you are going to feel 'failure" is
the response--for a journey and birthed
entities to which we have given 100%of our
work and time. But there are no 'failuresw+ven 'failurew,ifyou are convinced
of failing-is success! Ponder it. Do you
take your wounds and steal away into the
night, into some comer wherein you may
lick your wounds and hibernate until 'it's
over"? Well, if you have no home left, five
yearsand 67 JOURNALS taken fromyou in
all aspects and new lawsuits piling up at
two a day-only to find that even your
attorney was working secretly with your
closest and deadliest enemy-it is hard to
not consider some alternatives--like, at
the least, quitting and taking a vacation.
Oh well, sorry chela, NO VACATION-alternatives? YES. Work gone? NO. Burial
of that which is no longer feasible with
which to struggle-Y ES. Weeping? NO!! I s
the cup half empty or half full??
WAKINI

In translation, chela, 'wakini" is a
Lakota word meaning 'new life, a life of
peace and happiness". To achieve such
status requires understanding self, direction, purpose and coming to peace with all
of that which comes flowing (or dumped) in
your laps to attend. Happiness is that
which is a state of being which requkes
nothing save the peace and joy within as
new challenges arise. If the 'goalwis never

lost, then the way shall be found to continue in service-and, in this way shall
freedom again be found and our gifts not
stopped in the flowing.
A river diverted-is yet the same flowing
water--either stilled and deepened, or flowing in a different course unto the same
p a t body as prior to the diversion.
What do I mean? How can I seemingly
take so lightly that which SEEMS insurmountable? Easy-for I can see the other
end of that river and we have trained well
and I come to show you the way-as'pathfinder" and 'scoutw for my people. If you
be seemingly caught in the tangled web of
the spider-how do you get free? You find
an Eagle to feed upon the spider and break
away the webbing. I am the Eagle-the
spiders shall not prevail! So be it.
WHAT OF THIS MESSAGE?

materials into the millions of dollars.
Funny-we have never seen one cent of
anything from all that work!! Neither has
the LIBERATOR!
It does, however, cause our team to
wonder a bit at the unfolding of actual
fact-the people doing the surveillance
above referred to said they worked for the
University of Science and Philosophy.
We were, further, told by ones invoked
with the US&P (like the fhteateninp
attorney.involved) that there was wer
$215,000,000 ret d d e to
ow
business and bury our writing. (or, preferably, burn the books to make sure the
work is totally destroyed!).
But, they claim that our pronouncements are not truth and the damages so
great to them that they will not even 'accept" retraction. So be it. 1wasn't going to
offer retraction at any rate.

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR

GEORGE GREEN

IS SILENCED

To you readers, this is a most wearisome tale of harassment and seemingly
"personal" and uninteresting dialogue.
Think not of it in that manner-for this is
ABOUT YOU! Because of the assaults, the
beams of Lighted Truth are being shut off
daily one after another-THIS ONE ALSO!
THAT'S RIGHT-THEPHOENIXLIBERATOR
IS SILENCED! MY PEOPLE CANNOT
LONGER STAND AGAINST THE ASSAULTS AND DELIBERATE "SELLOUTS* OF THOSEWHO CLAIMED TO BE
CO-WORKERS AND RAYS OF LIGHTED
BROTHERHOOD.
The LIBERATOR has only about 1,400
subscribers-the income does not pay more
than the postage and a part of the printing
costs. It now has a suit against it in
amounts of millions of dollars in 'damagesw to the University of Science and
Philosophy-that's
right, Dr. Russell's
group who so claim to honor this man.
They now claim that all of the inforrnation offered in the LIBERATOR, especially
the information regarding the surveillance
and threats to my scribe, are all lies and
they have 'never placed surveillance,etc."
So, they now claim massive and 'overwhelming" damage to their 'Foundation"
and work and damage to sales of their

This friend does keep popping up into
the conversation, does he not? Well, he is
'ready to negotiatew.What terms? Oh, not
much-just that he keep all the gold and
then, he will pay for outstanding printing
costs (I thought a publisher was supposed
to pay those costs AND pay the authors
something for their offering-not TAKE IT
ALL AS YOUR OWN-ESPECIALLY WITH
AN OUTSTANDING BILL OF NOW OVER
$175,000 TO THE INSTITUTE). He also
offers to pay (undoubtedly out of the gold
which he has hocked for his own purposes
already) a couple of his friends who assisted early in the 'worK". AND, GET
THIS-HE WILL AGREE TO PAY THE
845,000 To TZZE unrrvlcRSlTP OF SCIENCE AND Pz#ZLOSOPHPI Did everybody
get that?? Could this be why the attorney
would believe that he somehow had cause
to ask for some of those impounded JOURNALS sitting in the Federal Court-BUT,
WITHOUT ANY MENTION OF SAME TO
THE EKKERS-WHO ARE "THE ONESw
HELD RESPONSIBLE IN THE COURT-MR. GREEN HAVING AVOIDED EVEN ATTENDING A COURT APPEARANCE. DOES
ANYTHING SOUND STRANGE AND
SLIGHTLY 'INCORRECT AND UNmHICALwIN THIS MANEUVER??
Now, the US&Phas come full circle and
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is after Tehachapi Distributing (acorporation in no way whatsoever involved with
either THE PHOENX LIBERA TOR or
Ekkers). Well, the case has already 'broken" Mr. Martin and Tehachapi Distributing and forced him into TOTAL loss of
everything, books included. He, further,
has outstanding due and owing of over
$12,000 from America West-and yet, a
a
for over $87,000 for
bill from ~ m e r i c west
his "cooperation" with the Greens.
So now the US&P, with undoubted
"coaching" from Mr. Green, has turned to
the LIBERATOR. Mr. Green must have a
VERY BAD MEMORY-for when he was
THE honcho of the earlier EXPRESS and
then LBERATO&he went in the hole every issue. When he left and moved to
Nevada-he took with him the subscription money and over $29,000 was NEVER
returned for the publishing of the paper. In
addition, the promise of funds against the
sales of books--WAS NEVER HONORED.
The Institute and volunteers continued
from that point of being behind to continuing in publication of one of the finest papers in America--or the world-today!
It
still does not make its way and yet, with all
the other assaults and expenses, it simply
cannot continue in operation-SO IT WILL
SHUT ITS DOORS AND CLOSE ITS CORPORATION. THE ADVERSARY HAS WON!
OR HAS HE?? WE SHALL SEE, WONT
WE?
OFFERS
We have been contacted recently by two
journalistic entities offering to take our
work. They could not make it on their own
either-and would take part of the burden
just to keep the information in some manner of flow.
I consider this a great comfort-but not a
solution-unless we can get more subscribers for that paper-for the need for closure is
inability to pay expenses and maintah facilities. Certainly, there IS NO FUNDING FOR
PAYING ATTORNEYS THAT WHICH THEY
DEMAND TO EVEN CONSIDER TAKING ON
A CASE-ESPECIALLY AGAINST ADVERSARIES WITH UNLIMITED FUNDING FOR
JUST SUCH CAUSE.
FEEDBACK
The staff here at the UElERATORare devastated and yet desire to do that which serves
the greater cause. The Chief Editor gave up
a magnificent career in the worldly and academic sector to take on the publication of this
paper. He is being offered total Editorial
control over the alternate paper in consideration. The staffis even being offeredthe rights
to remain in their location and homes (which
doesn'tmean much to the Ekkers since the
RTC sold their home right out fi-om under
them)--but, as with THE PHOElVRLJBERA-

TOR, salaries are nil at best and moving, just sharing of the Phoenix-it is not ours to have
to pick up new harassment, is hardly worthy and hold-we even have thought of utilizing
of great and overjoyful consideration.
it UPSIDE DOWN as a show of 'trouble" as
with the symbol of your flag flown upside
NO FURTHER MENTION OF THE
down being a sign of distress. We shall have
to consider how the Phoenix pyramid will
UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND
PHILOSOPHY
look teetering on its point. I think it quite
suitable and amusineremember: humor
My promise and commitment, should we comes from God ALSO!
accept this alternative offer, is that I shall
SUBSCRIBERS
never again refer to the US- as I have in
the past-in any such manner unless factually docameentd in EVERY way includThe obvious next question will be: What
ing the pempekrators on the end of the about us subscribers and our dues already
string in fkont of their U p a l a ~ n .Yes paid??" Well, since the paper runs behind
indeed, I speakhere of Swananoa Palacein financially, return of funds will be given to all
Virginia where they hold their seminars extent possible if you request same. Howunto the eKkPtenceof humanistic god. I do ever, thebetter solution,ifyou wish, would be
apologize for any derogatory remarks I to turn over the subscriber's unfiished acmight have made about the organization count to the new paper and the issues would
fix I HONOR WALTER RUSSELL BEYOND not even be interrupted for more than aweek
ALMOBTANYMANTOWALKYOUREARTH or so at most.
PLANE. I promise, however, never to menWILL THE PAPER COUNTERSUE?
tion hisname, either-EXCEPT INTHE CONTEXT OF PURE SCIENTIFIC MENTION. You
That has not been under discussion. It
see, I CAN separate philosophy I feel totally
WRONG-from the SCIENCE I feel is totally apparently is assumed by ones 'out there
Green
CORRECT and is PUBLIC DOMAIN BY ITS somewheremandasrepresentedbyMr.
SCIENTIFIC,MATHEMATICALANDFACTUAL that there is GREAT VALUE in the LJBERATOR and as well, in Tehachapi Distributing.
TRUTH.
Obviously Mr. Green knows something no
one at this location knows and that is why
WHAT HAVE I TO OFFER
there is such interest and value placed in the
ANOTHER PAPER?
JOURNALS when he claims sales are almost
Well, quite a bit. I offer to rewrite all the zilch! Perhaps there is an attorney out there
PLEIADES CONNECTION banned JOUR- somewhere who would consider these possiNALS WITHOUT MENTION OR NOTATION bilities, knowing, of course, that there is no
OF UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND PHI- large funding to pay upfront fees-but cerLOSOPHY AND/OR WALTER RUSSELL. I tainly reward would be most abundantly
will leave the FOUR JOURNALS under shared in the event of taking and completing
remaining ban-untouched and unoffered such action. There is nothing to be gleaned
in any way-at this time. The information here but thereobviouslyismuchtobegleaned
contained within those volumes is flowing THERE! I am confidentthere must be at least
in Earth stream from North Africa as we one attorney in this club of same, that could
write here and, moreover, Gerrnain has a recognize such possibilities.
good memory--plus, we have no interest in
CONSlTI'UTIONAL LAW CENTER
any of the philosophical manipulations of
US&Pand the proof of the scien=c material
Boy, it is a week of heartbreak as misis for all to see already. A s is, the material in
the books in point mostly holds almost no deeds are uncovered and damagesassessed.
reference to Russell anyway. In the "AIDS" We may also have to reduce the Law Center
volume, there is only reference to healing or to the cases under-way as so much has been
treating with light as Dr. Russell could vali- skived off by and through (apparently) acdate. However, the actual work was done by tions of ones we shall leave unnamed for
Rife and Prior& I would have long ago protectionofourpeople here, that tocontinue
updated those volumes anyway as they are to support the Law Center through the Instiozd and all of the disease processes have tute in the face of only a handful of contributreatment now-if you will.
tors, is ludicrous. There are some cases
which would allow financing independently
IN NEGOTIATIONS
for the Center-but the funds are not yet
available for expending. We shall simply
I find our new sponsors to be most conge- have to keep you all posted.
nial and would continue the paper format
almost 'as is", with "Nora's Research" segSTABILITY OF INSTITUTE
ments, Soltec's geophysical sharings and any
'insider-outsider" information we would be
Indeed, the Institute is sound barring a
willing to share. They would even 'buy" our 'run"--which, will not be, by legal means,
'logo", but, we have no objection to the allowed. The price of gold is less than at the
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time of ANY collateral purchase so bankruptcy would be forced if such mass removal
of funds would be accomplished. All funds
are safe and secure against notes and qualifiedbanking facilitiesso, disappointingto our
enemies, no further expenditures will be
allowed until this is resolved. Bare minimum
maintenance of operations will be allowed
until phased out and all institutional business is perfected.
I believe it will become clear to all of you
that you are in good hands with God, and it
is through God that we have structured our
business activities in total integrity which
can stand the scrutiny of even the Federal
Government. This does not mean that the
unjudicial system won't effort to search and
destroy-it does m e w that to do so they will
have to take great risks against their OWN
RULES AND REGULATIONS!
ATON VS. HATONN

Since it seems to be this entity "Hatonnl
Hatton" which annoys everyone so much in
this inspirationalassault-perhaps I shall be
forced to also give up writing--as Hatonn,
and take one of my other label-like "Aton".
I shall find it suitable either way. If Dharma
wishes, we can call her by another label
also-how about Wlakini"?? Sounds good
to me-"new", %ew lifen,etc. Or, we can go
with Ceres which can identify both myself
and Commander Soltec whose label is Ceres
Anthonious (Toniose)Soltec. That way Doris
is the only one left out to dry-and since she
has never gotten anything save headaches
and fingercallousesat any rat-she is ready,
willing and able to serve. I think it sounds
pretty good to me, Ceres Aton and WakiniHatonn and Dharma soon to be but a
memory-which by fact, already IS.
Ll'TTLE CROW
I would petition Little Crow that perhaps
he m&t "fill in" some of the writings to get
us through this time of transition-if that is
the route chosen in action. You must understand, readers, THAT OUR PEOPLE ARE
WEARY AND TRULY HAVE SERVED LONG
ENOUGH AGAINST ALL ODDS. I FIND,
HOWEVER, THAT THEY ARE WILLING AND
EAGER TO DO WHATEVER CAN KEEP THE
WORD FLOWING--AND SINCE THEY HAVE
NOTHING LEFT OF PROPERIY, TO LOSE-THE UNANIMOUSOFFERISTO MOVE FORWARD IF AT ALL POSSIBLE AND IF MY
SCRIBE BE WILLING.

TELEPHONE HOTLINE

By necessity and through relocation (but
still comingout of Las Vegas, Nevada, forthat
is where both offering papers are located
already) phones, post boxes and all such bill
have to be changed, probably. The staff is
checking to see if numbers can be main-

tained even though the business in point is
dead and gone. It matters not, you readers
surely can be flexible enough to fmd new
listings if necessary. When I speak of "maintained numbers", I specifically refer to the
"Hotline" because it is already on an operational system but surely it would have to be
separated out from the LBERATOR as such.
It is not a great "expense" to the paper
[thanksto thegenemsity of those kind &TS
who supplied thefindsfor its machinery]but
represents the most inconvenience to the
reader if changed.
For this interim time period, information
will be carried on that line as decisions are
made and the paper is shut-down. Staff is
taking collections to continue that service
until finahition of closure is worked out. We
will simply be in great appreciation for patience on your part for our staff must now go
forthand seek employment and see their own
dreams slip away and dissolved. Will God
allow this work to die? More important,
readers, WILL YOU?? If we can retrieve the
JOURNAGwill you support them-purchase them? For, ifyou do not-why go to the
pain and expense of retrieving them at all?
We WILL drop the price below the $10.00
charged through the years so that more can
have the volumes, but without the paper and
facilitie-the books will have to be handled
out of another Distributor-Publisher at any
rate. This is already established for new
writings so is not a problem save the expense
of getting the material from America West's
impounding and shipping them, warehousing and staffing. If YOU are not interested,
please allow u s to know as much, for our
people are willing to go "all the way" to keep
you informed and the work available--BUT
NOT IF YOU DONT WANT IT-THEY HAVE
PAID ENOUGH!
WELL. IS THE MATERIAL REALLY
VALID?
If ones on your human plane will go to all
these efforts to STOP the flow, break our
people, deny my presence and that of the
Hosts-I WOULD GUESS, OFF HAND, THAT
IT IS MOST VALID INDEED. If the CIA,
Government Boys,Elite Planners,ADL, WZO,
etc., will, and are, doing everytkung in their
power to silence u s (successto you, sirs)then
it would seem what we write must have
validity. If the churches of orthodox relqgons,
especially Christianity, effort to silence us
through measures such as threatening to
bomb vehicles, etc.-something we are saying MUST BE VALID. Dharrna says, "We
must be insane to even consider going on
with this," but Wakini says, "Hey, let's go for
it, brothers! I don't have anything left to lose
except my life-and I'm too numb, especially
between the ears, to give a damn." Each, of
course, will have ample opportunity to make
individual parkipation decisions.
The main problem with such change is

that the mailing team of volunteers and
workers who give, every week, hours and
hours of time, are here-not in Nevada We
would need to see ifmailingcould continueas
is, etc. There is simply too much at hand and
the load of closure too great to focus on the
change prior to meeting these other needs.
You will be kept posted in advance. I do not,
however, see more than one additional printing as the LIBERATOR This is because the
legal documents demand response and legal
expenses in early April. We have yet to
consider counter-measures but are open to
all suggestions! Thank you, precious friends.
CAN THEY SILENCE THE HOSTS?
CAN YOU SILENCE GOD? So be it!
I do note that Dharma only has a couple
of demmds ifwe decide to go with "changf:
We use the "logo" somewhere on the other
paper, even if at the bottom of the ending
page, and, a new slogan will be: PE SHAU
ILNOWTHE TRUTHAAW THE T R U T W W U
MAgE YOU MADI I believe we might well
indulge either or both, the request seems
small enough in payment for six years of
serving in Hell. The only wondrously fun
thing about it is that so many of you have
walked right there along side with only the
offer to "do more". But when you chelas sit
to ponder these trials and joys in your meditations and within your h e a r t a s k yourselves some most important questions:
'Why am I so special? Because I have
things that no one else can ever have. I am
unique in this world and no warrior, chief or
common man can ever lay claim to the things
I have. I alone have my thoughts and hopes!
I alone have my beating heart, my stamina,
and my love of life-my direction or my
fulfillment. Can anyone else lay claim to MY
dreams? Can anyone else love exactly like
ME? Is there anyone who sees EXACTLY the
same color as I see? Does anyone other than
me HEAR the same tonal pitches in exactly
the same sound as do I? Will anyone ever be
able to duplicate my deeds and actions?
Exactly? NO, IiLNOW THESE TIEZIIK;SARE
MZZKE RIVD MINE ALOm And, so be itmay you walk in joy and peace in thine own
individual perfection, each of you blessed
friends for each of you-is THE most special
thing ever created. God smileson His perktion for each of you is indeed rare and beautiful-a treasure cherished.
AM I TRYING TO *BUOYu YOU UP?

INDEED! FOR I CAN ONLY SEE GLORY
AND LESSONS SHARED AND ACCOMPLISHED! WE ENTER INTO NEW PHASES
OF ACTION AND MORE PERFECT UNDERSTANDING-AH INDEED! BE BUOYED
UP UNTO THE VERY STARS FOR WHEN YE
ARE GUIDED BY THE HAND OF GOD--YE
SHALL NOT-YEA, CANNOT-FALL. SALU.
Little Wakini, Ceres Aton to clear, please.
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New Survival Facilities For
The Very Tough Times Ahead
THE WORLD IS NOW MOVED INTO AN
ERA OF INTENSIFIED CLOSING OF THE
NOOSE ON ALL FREEDOM AS YOU MOVE
INTO AND UNDER THE POWER OF THE
ONE WORLD ELITE POWER. I LOOK TO
ALTERNATIVESAND SEE NO WAY THAT
YOUIN THE UNITED STATES CAN UNDO
THAT WHICH IS DONE-FINISIXED. IF
YOU RISE UP IN OPEN " G W BATTLE
WITH THE ADVERSARY IN POWER YOU
WILL GET SMASHEDAND THE BEST OF
YOUR L W E R S W I P WILL BE =LED
OUTRIGHT. YOUR HOPE FOR SURVNAL
AND SOME W O D QUALITY OF LIFEWILL REST UPON HOW WELL YOU CAN
FUNCTION IN "KiVOWLEDGEn WITHIN
THE SYSTEM A S STRUCTURED. This
approach may well allow you to go pretty
much unnoticed until the next major distraction to the very adversary hits THEM.
That will be an open war, chelas, but you
are going to be pretty destitute as a nation
by that time so much of the battle will rage
on lands across the seas. However, you
will not go unscathed so survival facilities
become your most important focus. The
U.S. government is now focusing on absolute upgrading of facilities for survivalRIGHT NOW-they are "making their lists
and checking them twice". You will not get
help from the government for your own
needs except in small and isolated "look
how hard we are trying" spurts for "showand-tell".

gets under way, that can be changed to
fabricated panels of honeycomb filler and
light cement compounds and fabricated
"furnishings" as well, cutting out almost
all need for wood or petroleum-based products. Until that is available, however, we
note the value of getting "something"done,
and done as inexpensively, yet durably, as
is possible. You can also, in farm areas or
"good digging" property, sink fiberglass
tanks to use as storage facilities as in a
"root cellar" arrangement. The point now,
however, is to discuss the need for such
facilities as war approaches-AND as
storms worsen.
You willnote that the only things shown
to you on television is massive destruction-they do NOT show you the domed
buildings that undergo the same battering and come through totally perfect
and untouched from anythingthrown at
them. If those people living in such
buildings had a nice independent emergency generator and eKtra fuel tanklife would go forth totally unchanged. If,
further, these same buildings had equal
uunderground'' facilitieswith emergency
supplies as recommended---weeks of
good quality living would not only be
possible but downright comfortable-and represent a good vacation rest period.
I suggest you have extendable air vents
for areas where you can get so much snow
as to bury a home entirely and in areas
where sand can also bury a dwelling.

BUILDING TECHNOLOGY

SO. WHAT ABOUT WAR?

I am going to use some "Subtech Inc."
information which has been sent to u s
from Florida. It is published in a Journal
called AmericQnSum'valG u i d e i n the April
1993 issue, so you can see that it is certainly current. I am not going to go into
"buildingcodes" and plans at this particular moment except to say that the corporation in point uses steel, concrete, wood and
fiberglass construction which keeps expenses to a minimum, for almost all of the
structure is actually fiberglass. In this
instance, these particular sheltersare called
E S l O D I S A S T E R S H E L T E R S , by
SUBTECH, INC. [Contacting infonnation
appears later in the quoted article.] A s our
Advanced Building Technology fabrication

EXCERPTS QUOTED FROM ARTICLE
IN AMERICAN SURVIVAL GUIDE:

3/15/93#1 HATONN

Walton McCQrthy,presidentof Subterranean Technologies Inc. (Subtech), is a meciuxnical engineer and serves on a technical
advisory board for The American Civil Defense Association. He is the author of The
Nuclear Shelterist andPrinciples of Protection (POP), The U.S. Handbook of NBC
Weapon Fundamentals and Shelter Engineering Standards. McCarthy hasdesigned
and built over 200 shelters using steel,
wncrete,woodandfiberglass. Subtechhus
justfinished retoolingfor its ES10 Disaster
Shelter, which is constructed almost entirely of fiberglass. - The editors.

WHO NEEDS A SHELTER ANYWAY?
by Walton McCarthy

Dismantled nuclear weapons in combination with displaced nuclear weapons
experts from the former Soviet Union resulted in a much greater availability of
nuclear weapons to terrorists who are able
to pay.
The reduction of the nuclear arsenal of
the U.S. and Russiaand the reduced threat
of a massive nuclear confrontation is leading to even stronger, more dispersed enemies, such as Iran, Iraq, Syria, Libya,
Algeria and North Korea.
The CIA estimates that over 20 countries will have long-range ballistic missile
capability by the year 2000.
The fact is that neither S.T.A.R.T. (Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty) nor the recent Washington-Moscow agreements on
reduction of nuclear weapons requires the
United States or Russia to destroy their
nuclear warheads, just disassemble the
warhead whole or store the various parts in
warehouses.
When nuclear warheads are dismantled,
tons of plutonium and high-enriched uranium (HEU) are placed into circulation;
thus the emergence of the "Nuclear Black
Market."
How much HEU and plutonium would
be required to make a small atomic bomb?
It takes only 15kg (33 lbs) of HEU and 6 kg
(13 lbs) of plutonium to make a small
atomic bomb. In terms of volume, 15 kg is
a little larger than a softball of HEU, and 6
kg (13 lbq is approximately the size of a
softball. The estimated material in the
Russian arsenal which is estimated to be
released injust the next few years is 300,000
kg of plutonium. This is enough to make
10,000+ atomic weapons.
There are numerous problems in storing weapons compounds. The first is that
it takes a very special storage facility to
warehouse nuclear warheads and/or
nuclear components.
In Juneof 1991 BorisYeltsinasked the
U.S. for $300,000,000 to build a nuclear
warehouse near Tomsk in Siberia to store
more than 100,000 nuclear weapon components. TheU.S. approved$15,000,000
to research such a project. Even if the U.S.
were to grant such an expenditure, it will
take years of study, years of engineering
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and when all this is fmished, it would take
a t least five years to build.
Until adequate funding is approved,
much of the nuclear fuel will have to remain intact in the warheads.
Secondly, it takes extremely sophisticated security measures to guard the
weapon components which requires large
and continuous financial burdens.
The third problem is that no inventory
of Russian warheads has yet been drawn
up and some may be missing already.
The fourth problem is finding other
uses for plutonium which few nuclear reactors can use, and reprocessing it is not
economical.
The fifth problem is that there is not
enough storage space or funding to dismantle the nuclear weapons in the ground
today.
In theory 6,000 warheads are to be
removed under the 1991 S.T.A.R.T. A n
additional 8,200 U.S. and Russian warheads are due to be removed by 2003 based
on the June Washington agreement by
George Bush and Russian President Boris
Yeltsin. Russia could possibly dismantle
up to 2,500 warheads per year if they had
the funding. Even at this pace it would
take 10 to 20 years to dismantle or properly
dispose of all the strategic and tactical
nuclear weapons that Russia spent decades building.
There are numerous disputes on the
Russian side with the Washington agreements and the Russians are not able to
shoulder any of the financial burden for
destroying missile silos.
U.S. intelligence analysts reported that
guards at a Russian missile base abandoned their posts to try and get food. In
another situation, guards left their post to
go fishing because they were out of food.
Col. Gen. Mikhail Kolesnikov, Chief of
Staff of Russian ground forces, warned
that disintegration of the anned forces
could
lead
to
'catastrophic
consequences. ..not unlinked to the possibility of losing control of nuclear weaponry."
During the failed August coup, control
of the launch codes for strategic nuclear
weapons were in the hands of the plotters
for 78 hours. Although the Russians have
gone to great pains to reassure the West
that nuclear command and control systems remain stable and safe, the main
concern is control over its tactical nuclear
weapons.
In the midst of "confused current circumstances when Russian ground forces
pull back or redeploy from republics, tactical warheads could fall into the wrong
hands*, said retired Lt. Gen. William Odon,
former head of the National SecurityAgency.
Some 3,000 tactical nuclear weapons 'are
stationed in republics other than Russia.
In early 1991, the Chairman of the Joint
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Chiefs of Staff Colin Powell stressed to
Congress that civil war in Russia represents a major threat to the United States.
Gen. Powell stated, "Whatever the future
state may look like, the land of the Czars
and Commissars, after all is said and done,
will still possess by far the strongest military force on the Eurasian land mass. The
Soviet Union, now and in the future will
remain the one country capable of destroying the United States in less than 30 minutes."
With the downfall of the Soviet Union,
many small countries are becoming major
nuclear powers.
Keep in mind that it does not require
long-range missiles to attack an enemy
with a nuclear weapon. In fact, it doesn't
require a missile at all. A small nuclear
weapon can be carried and delivered in a
child's day pack and left to be remotely
detonated.
NUCLEAR BLACK MARKET
In 1991, detectives in Budapest picked
up a satchel fded with metal pellets they
had found hidden in the pendulums of
some small grandfather clocks in a Hungarian village near the Rumanian border.
The Hungarian detectives, breaking up
what they thought was a routine smuggling ring, had discovered enriched uranium pellets stolen from a Rumanian
nuclear reactor. Uranium pellets from the
same reactor were found in Italy a few
months after the Hungarian incident. This
time the pellets were sold by another group
of Hungarians.
In March of 1992, two Russians were
arrested in Munich for trying to sell $1.1
million worth of enriched uranium. The
enriched uranium was shielded in lead
casing in the trunk of their Mercedes.
In April 1992, a shipment of hafnium
was seized by Hungarian customs officials
who halted a small truck from Russia.
Hafnium is a material used in the nuclear
industry to absorb nuclear radiation. The
amount of hafnium seized was enough to
supply a nuclear industry or a nuclear
weapons program for several years.
In June 1992, Vienna police arrested
four Hungarians, three Czechoslovakians
and an Austrian as they were about to sell
three pounds of weapons-grade plutonium
to an Austrian middleman. The next day,
a smuggling ring of people employed in the
nuclear industry was smashed by Rumanian police.
Western specialists believe that 20 to
30 percent of the former Soviet Union
nuclear weapon scientists are accepting
positions in nuclear weapon production
facilities. 'Over the next decade or two we
almost inevitably expect some of them to
disappear to undesired locations," said
Harold Muller, a German nonproliferation

specialist and director of studies at the
Peace Research Institute in Frankfurt.
More than 60 scientists and engineers
with nuclear weapon experience and expertise in the former Soviet Union have
vanished into the third world. India, Pakistan, Iraq, Iran, and Brazil have madc job
offers to unemployed nuclear and chemicalweapon experts at salaries from$36,000
to $75,000 per year plus free housing and
servants.
With the dismantling of thousands of
nuclear warheads over the next few years,
nuclear weapon products and materials
will become even more available. Russia
has yet to develop an accounting system
for nuclear materials that is even close to
Western standards.
SHELTERS
In view of all the chaos, it doesn't take a
rocket scientist to realize that today's surplus warheads may just show up on some
other missiles aimed at the U.S. or West.
The political representatives who have
purchased Subtech ESlO Disaster Shelters (asmentioned up front in this article)
were concerned about a number of threats
which I am not able to talk about, but one
dominant concern was the extreme hatred
of Middle Eastern people toward Arnericans coupled with the 'probability", not
possibility, of nuclear terrorism.
Then there are the additional concerns
of natural and man-made disasters, including nuclear accidents or terrorism,
and civil disorders.
This year for the frst time, police departments are using ESlO shelters for
'remote tactical basesw in the event a
police station is damaged or destroyed, as
was the case during the Los Angeles riots.
ES 10 customers in the Middle East and
Europe have demanded some new shelter
design considerationswhich havenow been
made standard.
The market h a s demanded a
redeployable shelter that is more difficult
to detect and target by aircraft using radar,
photo reconnaissance, and ground intelligence and the shelter should be able to
supply life support for up to one year.
To meet this need, the ES 10 now has an
all fiberglass entrance way with a bullet
resistant steel cap on the top of the entrance way at ground level which floats to
allow movement from heavy military M i c
and ground movement.
The hatch at ground level now has
absolutely no projections such as hinges,
air manifolds, latches, etc. It looksjust like
a flat piece of steel 32 inches in diameter
flush with the ground surface.
The entrance way, or command station,
is now all structural fiberglass. Even the
90-degree angled entrance way is seamless
structural fiberglass.
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The traditional method of keeping shelters/ tanks in the ground by using tiedowns
has also been superseded by 'cusps".
These cusps negate the need for connecting the ES 10 to concrete deadmen or blocks
which transmit very concentrated loads to
the shelter during heavy ground shock
because they move differently under ground
than the shelter. These cusps allow the
shelter to remain in the ground when the
shelter is located in areas where the water
table reaches the ground surface. The
bottom of the command station now also
has a dish to hold the entrance way and
one side of the shelter in place. The result
is that the ESlO can be installed in maximum water table conditions from start to
finish in 10 hours.
The HEPA filter is now a vertical unit
inside the command station which can
hold over 25 pounds of particulate. This
was necessary to allow the shelter to function during desert storms where a very
heavy quantity of sand is taken into the
HEPA filter which must retain the particulates while allowing fresh filtered air into
the shelter.
In a situation where there is heavy
debris on the ground from a tornado or
blast, an emergency escape may be necessary. However, if there is enough debris to
block one entrance way, there is probably
enough to block two, so a secondary exit is
not considered safe practice. Instead, for
an emergency escape, the ES 10 has abandoned the hydraulic jack theory in place of
a 1.5 -inch diameter stainless steel acme
threaded screw jack which attaches to the
hatch cover from inside the command station and can lift 6 tons of debris resting on
the entrance way hatch cover. An 18-inch
long monster wrench is included to turn
the large nut which produces the upward
force. There is not much to malfunction on
this emergency escape system.
LONG-TERM SHELTERING
The ESlO shelter now has an optional
Long-Term-Package consisting of a fiberglass grain bin which holds one ton of
grain/legumes and a stove/oven with an
internal methanol tank to cook all the
contents of the grain bin. Subtech Inc.
loans a nitrogen cylinder to nitrogen-pack
all the fwd in the grain bin. This grain bin
can also be used in a basement and is a
much more efficient vapor barrier than the
WC used in 5 and 6 gallon buckets.
There are also more sophisticated radio
options in the optional NBC (nuclear, biological, chemical) Package including a
196,000 frequency 12-volt scanner protected by a military EMP fuse.
This radio covers communications for
AM stations, FM stations, aircraft, air traffic control, CB, civil air patrol, TV,federal
agencies, police, fire, highway, emergency,
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maritime services, weather, taxis, civil de- convenience, privacy and storage. This
entireUcompotmdnumldevenbecovered
fense, and military communications.
The only problem which users of the omx with a gentle dopa dded "round*
ESlO have experienced was due to the dome (flat on top) and planted with grass
water filter used inside the shelter in some for more privacy and total non4etection
Middle Eastern countries. Some water fiom air photographs. There k much tobe
filters became clogged, which required done alongtheselines to allowthe passage
numerous lab tests to figure out why. A s it through these hard times, if you put your
turned out, some of the places where the efforts toward that instead of either
shelters were installed were filling the 600- ing upnOR "goingto war". These "tanksn
gallon water tank in the ESlO from water- or &tubesncan also be placed lengthwise
ing holes where camels were allowed to be as elongated facilities which would house
near or walk through. Lab tests revealed a family nicely. The partitioning dividers
that the water filter was clogged from camel could be strengthened to give the neceshair and camel manure. I really felt that I sary additional support to the ceiling.
had thought of every incident which a Theseareflexiblestructareswhich should
person could possibly face in every shelter give you many ideas regarding the possisituation but I missed this one! The new bilities.]
ES 10 Owner's Manual will now state, "Keep
END OF ARTICLE.
the damn camels out of the drinking water!" The new water filter was increased
It appears that the war possibilities are
300 percent in size with an absolute mibecoming mom and more a probability in the
cron rating of .65.
Sometime during the spring of 1993 a not too distant future and we need to remind
few military surplus ESlOs may be avail- ones that "survival* is not only POSSIBLE
able for sale. The only stipulation is that but PROBABLEwith some measure of prepathey not be resold outside of the continen- ration.
It is obvious that in cities with no usable
tal United States.
You may request literature on the ES 10 spaceproperty this is not worthy of note-but
by sending $5.00 (shipping is included) to even with a small area of yard attached to a
Subtech Inc., 1381 Blakes Hill Road, house, this is a possible solution. I don't
Northwood, NH 0326 1. The 65-page ES 10 PUSH anything but when I see probabilities
Owner's Manual is available through looming out there, I shall speak on these
Subtech for $30. The fifth edition of PRW- matters. I am asked about these things over
CPLES OF PROTECTION, the U.S.Hand- and over again.
book of NBC Weapon Fundamentals and
Now, to you who also write and ask for
Shelter Eng'neenng Standards is available 'answers" when you have no funds, no
for $35 from The American Civil Defense space, no h e l p 1 have no answers. krhaps
Association, P.O. Box 9 10, Starke, Florida ifyou attend your communitygatheringsyou
3209 1; phone 904-964-5397. [H:Be sure can cause the gmups to offer solutions, etc. I
and tell them where you got the infor- can only offer that which i4-I CANNOT DO IT
mation (fromthe PHOENIX LDERATOR) 'FOR" YOU NOR CREATE MAGICTO MAKE
and surprise weryonel]
ALLTHE DISAGREEABLE'STUWTO 'GOEven if nuclear, chemical, and biologi- AWAY".
cal weapons did not exist, there are still
Do I think you have amlittlewhile"? I cant
many disasters each year such as torna- know-but it would appear that things will
does, power failures, earthquakes, and heat up a lot more before the %igone" in the
riots requiring shelter protection. During madman's hands happens. The %atural"Hurricane Andrew some families lived out type disasters are already upon you but man
of ESlOs. During Hurricane Hugo, one will usually sleep through the first several
family fed five other families for over four years of these. I simply suggest that you
weeks while virtually all the other people begin to turn your attention to these thmgs
had to go days without food and water and instead of "fighting"a system already bethen had to wait on food and supply lines. yond your control. . You can make great
A s dangerous as the world situation is impact on men the govemment asit is strucnow, it could get much worse. However, it tured if you will continue to p ~ sfor
s Constiis great to see people helping each other tutional function and LEARN how best to
during disasters. Some people are at their cause actions still possible to come about.
best in the worst situations. I wish this You can gain massive protection from the
side of human nature could come out in system as established if you will stop comeveryday life. Because if it did, there would plaining and learn HOW. The best way to
LEARN HOW? Get the back JOURNALS! We
be no weapons.
l
[H:Editors, please include the 4 pic- have covered everything from s u ~ v ahcilittues even though of very poor quality-- ties and gear to Nevada incorporation for
all you need is an &idean.In fact there shelteringof *stufP.We offer it, we can do no
could be ways of "planting"several pods more. Thank you.
Let u s close please,
in a given location for several families,
Hatonn to clear.
and/or larger facilities for comfort and
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NESSES-TO SHOW THAT DESIREE
STEVENS GREEN PAID THE PUBLISHER
FoRALLTHOSETHOUSANDSOFBOOKS
WITH HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF
DOLLARS IN GOLD BURIED IN THE YARD
AND STASHED IN THE GARAGE. WHAT,
TOO, OF THE CLAIM THAT THE JOURNALS DO NOT SELL 'HARDLY AT ALL"?
WOULDIT NOT SEEM GOOD TO GET RID
OF THEM IN EXCHANGE FOR A NOTE TO
West Distributorsand further, that America THE INSTITUTE?? IS THERE SOMETHING
West Distributors OWNS ALL THE INVEN- WRONG HERE??
So, an aside to Gene-fear not, we shall
TORY is ludicrous. Further, George claimed
that the 'noteswin point with the Institute walk with you right through this valley for
were simply paper-work to protect from the you have great gifts yet to give and to
University of Scienceand Philosophy. How receive. Do that which is necessary and
interesting since ALL were made long be- allow us to assist wherein we have need.
fore any contact from the U S P . Further- We work always within the Laws of God
arbitration??? when now come new AND within the laws of the Land.
BY THE WAY-IFTHE CORPORATIONS
charges against Tehachapi Distributing
(Rick Martin)and other parties such as the COMMISSION IN NEVADA FINDS FRAUD
LIBERATOR for 'defamation" and other AND CRIMINAL aAPPOINTMENTS" AND
outrageous claims as suggested to them by RECORDSVIOLATIONS--YOUAINT SEEN
Mr. Green. If you have not had enough aNUTI'IN'YET" FOR THESE PLAYERS IN
lessons from this criminal element-what THE GAME OF LAW BN3AKING DECEIT.
more do you need to get your attention? THE LAWS OF NEVADA ARE STRUCTURED
I continue to ask you readers to re- TO *PROTEC'P' CORPORATIONS AND INlnin h m purchasing AlliV volumes of CORPORATORS-NOT DELIBERATELY
oru work &om America West-Publish- ALLOW FOR BREAKING OF THE LAWS.
en or Dhtdbuton. I do not w i ~ hoar THEY ARE MUCH MORESUBTLE INTHEIR
work assodated with such blatant liars OWN CRIMINAL COVER-UPS THAN TO
and thimms. They uthink"they u e in RISK SUCH MASSIVE DISCLOSURE FROM
some little brawl with UtheEklrsnm- TWO-BIT CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES. THESE
NO, THEY ARE INVIOLATIONOFTRUTH PEOPLE ARE ACCUSTOMEDTOTHEVERY
AND THE WORD OF GOD. GOD DOES HIGHEST LEVEL CRIMINALS WITH BIG
NOT COMPROMISE OR ARBITRATE LIONS TO HANDLE-NOT ILLEGAL GUN
SETTLEMENTS ON A CRIMINAL WORK- SELLERS AND SKIVE-OFF ARTISTS.
OUT" BASIS.
Please noti@Scott that he is also being
If necessary, the Law Center shall be set-up for problems and 'blackmail". He
closed. The work can continue as is 'from may 'think" 'they" have nothing with
any ofice location and perhaps it is time to which to use against him-they do! Failure
move it under the sheltering care of my to n o t e you, Ekkers, of legal corresponHosts who accompany me on this mission. dence and silent efforting to get release of
When the lessons are learned-then and impounded books FOR GEORGE in seonly then--can the work be accomplished cret--constitute ethics violations on the
as needed.
part of an attorney. There are some other
Can you not see that if no book is ever things, also, but I would suggest that Scott
again released from America West-we shall realize that I SHALL TELL WHATEVER
not be silenced? A s funding is provided THEY WOULD USE AS BLACKMAIL-TO
ALL can be republished at much lower cost THE WORLD-IN
HIS PROTECTION
and scattered throughout the lands. We AGAINST THE ASSAULT. WHEN ONES
have patience for the house-cleaning-so FIGHT WITH BLACKMAIL AND CRIMINAL
too must YOU ONES. I, too, am most ASSAULT UPON ASSAULT DEPENDING
saddened by Desireb participation in this UPONTHEZIONIST/KHAZARlAN COURTS
heinous activity-but then, man is known TO PROTECT THEM-THE GAME IS UNby his works and with whom he places his WORTHY OFTHEHONESTPARTICIPANTS.
trust and his association. To claim that MY PROMISE IS THAT NONE OF OUR
D e s Stevens
~
owns all our inventory is PEOPLE SHALL LOSE A THING SAVE DISgiving her no escape from the same fraudu- HONOR FROM THE INDICTMENTS FROM
lent activity-because no permission was THE MOUTHS AND ACTIONS OF THE
EVER given to do anything with America ADVERSARY-NOT EVEN A FARTHING
West Distributorethat was George's busi- WHEN THE 'CHIPS ARE PLACED".
ness arrangement. Moreover, to sign notes
Remember, we are NOT in this game to
against inventory not hi-IS FRAUD! I AM SAVE THE WORLD! We are come to bring
SURE THE COMPUTERS ARE BUSILY the WORD, sort of God's property and
SHOWING ALL SORTS OF CUTE DOCU- creations and bring all into safety who
MENTS-BUT IT IS GOING TO BE HARD would come. We do not 'fight"with swords
BEYOND BELIEF WITH ALL, THE WIT- or lies, we do not battle in the courts of

MoreOnGeorgeGreen9s

Lega1 Madness
3116193Wl

HATOM

WHEN YOU THINK YOU CANT
GO FARTHER. YOU CAhn
As you walk through the
valley of the shadows, yea
even the shadow of death,
fear not for I am with thee!
-Thus sayeth the Lord
thy God.

I write first for Gene Dixon of the Constitutional Law Center-for all the world to
hear. Faint hearts do not save a Constitution or Truth. The blackmailers shall have
to destroy themselves to cause any black
marks upon your being. Hold the course
and allow u s to work this new revelation
through to conclusion.
Advice is being given to your immediate
enemy by George Green who is manipulating corporations and covering assets of
every variety. If you (we) give in to such
threats and violations of all honor and
integrity-the soul shall never have selfesteem enough to rebuild from the rubble.
We shall have to simply consider closing
that office of the Constitutional Law Center. Please realize that to uncover any tiny
violations of activities against reclaiming of
a license to practice non-law is cause to
uncover ALL activities of illegal activities
by many inclusive. If George Green, Gary
Anderson and Sylvia Koons are stupid
enough to take this to the point of confrontation in blackmail-then I suggest we
"let-'er-rip"!
George's petition to you, Gene, on the
yesterday to 'arbitrate" is interesting-but, GOD does not 'arbitratew or plea
bargain. The laws of man AND GOD have
been broken and many, many who have
trusted and faithfully served and shared
depend upon US, OF ALL, TO DECEIVE
THEM NOT-AND THUS, SHALLWE CONTINUE IN TRUTH. George's lies and manipulations have now even put a Nevada
Judge in jeopardy as well as Dave Horton,
George's attorney. To go into a court of law
and commit perjury and fraud is not even
acceptable to the unjustice system when
openly flronted.
The matter of the JOURNAL inventory
was already established before the court
hearing of yesterday. That was obvious
and for George to claim, UNDER OATH,
that he has nothing to do with America

'
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injustice to overturn the system-the
citizens of yoyr nations must overturn
these vile and wretched systems-for it
is the citizens who have allowed such
treason. It IS ours to uncover these
activities of evil-in TRUTH AND LIGHT
where and when we can do so. There are
things which must be released unto God
and Hosts for final perfecting, however,
and then one step a t a time, one day a t a
time will serve its purpose.
Did these people set out in the beginning to commit these criminal activities?

That is not for my projection and it matters not. We are grateful for any good
which was given unto u s in help and
appreciate thelessonsgivenandreceived.
There are great disappointments all along
t h e journey-they
m u s t always
strengthen and not pull-down the participants.
Mankind is '!proving" himself, chelas,
through the sorting and purification. If
"manwrequires that we cease and desist
with his passage home into safety and
security-then we have no choices save

to take the few who see and hear and
leave the others to their choices. If this
seems harsh, be a t peace-it is JUSTand
wondrously perfect in concept and action. He who plants seeds of truth and
righteousness-shall reap a just reward
at harvest-he who plants the winds
shall reap of the whirlwinds. If a man
pulls down his brother through deceit
and treachery, so too shall he reap the
fall and the treason upon himself.
Consider carefully that which needs
doing and DO IT.

Prophetic Revelation 13 And The
Zionist-Crushing Hope From China
3/ 16/93 #2

HATONN

APPRECIATION
I am again indebted for input to Tim
Burns who shares again with us. The word
needs no explanation so we shalljust move
right along. Please!! Keep in mind that
this following projection is one man's
studied opinion and does not necessarily represent MINE. However, please
KNOW that we would not share with you
if it were not fairly accurate in some of
the perceptions. T.B. does not pretend
to hold all the answers-he only shares
that which he has gleanedthrough years
of study and obsesvation--by putting
the pieces of the puzzle together. It
does not mean that all projections and
opinions are totally accurate. Please do
not be as the sheep andjump off the CUE
because someone thought he knew all
the answers and dwe off in tront of you.
It is for you to find the pieceswhich offer
truth and only then, in the finalversion,
shall you have knowing and truth of
jo-v*

REFERENCE REVELATION 13
QUOTING: (cover letter)
Dear Sir:
My work on Revelation Chapter 13represents many years of reflection and
thought. Also find enclosed a single page
"flier" I made up. This information needs
to get out to every Christian Church in
America and world-wide so that when the
times become even more critical the people
will h o w how to identify the enemy easily.
I would hope t h a ~ c o p 7 e s wb ~j

you to your international bureaus for trans- aid in the same proportion to its population
lation and distribution to churches and as we do to Israel, it would work out to
patriotic associations in those foreign coun- approximately $800 billion in one year, far
more than the paltry $24 billion just aptries.
I am sorry to say that since the destruc- propriated this year. On top of all this,
tion of the Teutonic-European tribal sys- Israel is probably getting foreign aid from
tems by the Romans about 400 A.D., ap- most of the other European nations each
peals to intelligence, patriotism, self inter- year as well. There are approximately 550
est, security, or self respect do not, except Congressmen and 100 Senators, for a total
rarely, seem to have much effect on those of 650 legislatorsin Washington, D.C. TheoChristian people. But they do seem to fight retically, Israel could bring back just 22%
to the death for religious principles when of the $3 billion of annual U.S, foreign aid,
the enemy is well defmed and obvious. which is about $650million, and give each
Witness the Christians in the Roman Em- legislator $1 million in contributions and
pire, the Crusades of the Middle Ages, or kickbacks every year, so that Israel would,
in effect, be buying the U.S. Government
the Reformation in Europe.
You are welcome to reprint, edit, and with our own tax money. Fortunately for
use the enclosed material in any way or at Israel, the typical U. S. Legislator is not
any time you wish. I only hope to do my intelligentenough to hold out for $1 million
small part in this gigantic struggle. If the annually and is probably selling himselffor
idea should catch on, the flier can be a mere few thousand dollars. This examcopied for 5 cents each by people every- ple, hower#r, g w s fw to show how
where, and voluntarily distributed anony- fomign aid has the tendency to write
mously, neighbor to neighbor, the same the legklatiue and exemdue brunches
way the word was spread hundreds of of gor#mment with foneign p o w r s
aguinst the i n t e h of its own U.S.
years ago.
I would also like to say something about dtitsns.
aid to Israel. It is my understanding that
Respectfully,
the population there is about 5 million
people and that annually the U.S. autoT.B.
matically gives Israel about 3 billion dol***
lars. That works out to about $600 for
every man, woman, and child. Regarding
(H: As you look at this information u
the proposed $10 billion loan guarantees,
should Israel at alater date be forgiven that regards the Mark of the Beast-DO NOT
debt, due to the excuse of war or some considerthisjustanotherUJewish"bashother emergency, then that would work out ing of some sort. This has nothing to do
in one year to $13 billion or about $2,700 with those who are Judeans thhkhg
for every man, woman, and child. If a themselves somehow "Jewish". This is
foreign country should give the U.S. a referenceto the Zionist Khazarian group
similar aid package, in one year, it would who are self-styled"Jews"who decided
work out to about $676 billion. Or, if we to call themselves by this label in the
~ t given the former Soviet Union foreinn late 1700s. If you cannot sort out the
'bad
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Werence, you are in great trouble as to
factual historical knowledge and need
to apply yourselvets to your studies of
facts.]

which gave power unto the beast: and they
worshipped the beast, saying? Who is l i k
unto the beast? Who is able to make war
with him?

THE BOOK OF REVELATIONI
CHAPTER 13

More people daily follow the ways of
Lucifer. The beast emerges supreme in the
world after W.W. 11.

13:1 And I stood upon the sand of the
13:5 A n d there was given unto him a
sea, and saw a beast rise up out of the sea,
hauing seven heads and ten horns, and mouth speaking great things and blaspheupon his horns ten crowns, and upon his rnies; and power was given unto him to
heads the name of blasphemy.
continue forty and two months.

The seven heads represent 7 nations
composing the Group of Seven or G-7.
These seven nations include the U.S.,
Canada, Britain, Germany, France, Italy,
and Japan. The G-7 meet and decide on
the World's economic problems and set
interest rates and currency valuations
world-wide. These 7 nations have been
associated as G-7 only in recent history, as
the beast takes its final form. [H: Don't get
confused with the recent acceptance of
Russia onto this board. The G 7 group
has never accepted others fa the same
manner as the original seven participants. Even when you hear the term
"meeting of the 6-7 now G 8 Group" it
is only for cover for there is ONLY A
SEGMENT OF RUSSIA WHICH IS
ACCEPTABLE.] The 10 horns and 10
crowns are other countries and/or heads
of State who will play important roles in the
future struggle. The beast, then, is an
association of many nations.

tiqn, Tim, because you have done some
very inirightfrrlcalculations-even mars
important than what YOUUTHINK"
YOU
HAVE DISCOVERED! Let us move on.]
The seven heads of the beast, then, were
completed in 1608 and 1608 can be considered its birth date. The G-7 association
is the beast taking on its final form in the
latter days of its life-span. It was in this
formation when the Prophet John viewed it
during its final days. This unholy association will continue in power for 420 years
which puts its death in theyear 2028. This
date should arrive near the end of W.W. 111,
or, Armageddon, and the beginning of anothermillennium,-the 1000yearsofpeace.
These dates coincide closely with certain
interpretations of Nostradarnus predicting
a 27 year war. The first 7 years to be
conventional,the last 20 years to be nuclear,
beginning sometime in 1993 or 1994. The
war will be between the non-Christian axis
nations of China, Arabia, and North Africa
fighting against the allies who are the antiChristian-led nations of the United States,
Canada, Europe, and the Province of Russia, most of the Provinces of the former
Soviet Union having joined China. I say
anti-Christian-led nations because the
Christian people who live in those countries are the political and economic slaves
of the anti-Christ self-called Jews [H: Zionists]. Ironically, it is because of the immense devastation that the allies receive
that the Christian slaves fmally gain freedom from their Jewish oppressors, who
lose their grip and power during the holocaust. The final years of the war, then,
becomes the Christian allies fighting against
the non-Christian axis, with a fmal end
from exhaustion. There are no winners
except for the few survivors who inherit a
world free from over-population and the
Jewish [H: Watch it! Khazarian Zionistit will NOT be that which you think of as
simply, "Jewish*.] 666 dictatorship. [H:
You are basically already in the death
grip of the referred-to dictatorship and
world dominion.] So overwhelming is the
latter's destruction that there is peace for
1000 years.

1. The countries composing the beast
control all major forms of communication
and education, almost world-wide.
2. The second part of this verse is important and crucial because it holds the key to
the successful determination of the beast's
birth, age, and death. We are told that it
continues in power for 42 months. Biblical
time periods are millennium or 1000 year
intervals. A month is a fraction of a year.
The code word here is month meaning
fraction, so that the beast remains in power
for 42 fractions of a millennium or 42/ 100
of 1000 years, or, 420 years. If these
calculations be correct, then the next step
is to determine the birth date of the beast.
To do this it is necessary to determine at
what point in time all 7 of the G-7 nations
came into existence. Britain, Germany,
France, Italy, and Japan have been around
for many centuries but the beast is not yet
born or complete until the United States
and Canadacome into existence. (H: Right
off, I must point out that this is only
13:2 And the beast whichIsaw was 2ike ONE part of the Beast at best--just a
unto a Z
e
o
w and hisfeetzuetle as thefeet of flnalleing of a little Beastlette for THE
a bear, and his mouth as the mouth of a lwrc beast is, of course, as old as human
and the dmgon gave him his power, and his expression. I do not wish to change
seat, and great authody.
Tim's presentation for he understands
the point he ismaking-butevery "time"
The leopard's colors are yellow, black and segment has figured out the ReueZation
white, symbolizing all races of the world. A to meet the needs and circumstancesof
bear goes anywhere it pleases and symbol- that "age". What may be more accurate
izes world domination. The lion's powerful in presentation is to r e a b that these
mouth is full ofdeadly teeth which symbolize particular puzzle pieces would fall into
military superiority-Yarrned to the teeth". the "whole" before the final cycle of
This association called the beast, is given experience as expressed throughJohn's
power by the dragon who is Lucifer or Satan. vision would come into find realiza13:6 A n d he opened his mouth in blastion.] The first permanent settlement in
13:3 And Isaw one of his heads as it were the U.S. was founded in Jarnestown, Vir- phemy against Cod,to blaspheme his name,
umundedtodeath;andhisdeadlymnd uzzs ginia in 1607. Canada's first permanent and his tabenuzcle, and them that dwell in
Md and al2 the world wondetled a . the settlement was founded in Quebec in 1608. heaven.
beast.
These then are the birth dates of these two
The nations composing the first beast
countries from which time they began growOne of the G-7 nations is destroyed and ing and still are today. [H:But you also blaspheme God, Jesus Christ, and the
later makes a remarkable recovery. This must realize that these two Ucountries" Bible every day because the major instrucould be Germany, Japan, Italy, or F'rance in are but offshoots of the King Country- ments of communication in those counconnection with World War 11, or, it could be England-and therefore do not neces- tries are so ovemhelrningly controlled by
the U.S.A. in connection with the Civil War. sarily need to be identified as three the people who follow the second beast; he
Whichcountryorincidentisrefe~todoesnt separate nations. You are more under is defined in verse #11.
really matter because it doesn't affectthe rest the Crown of the British Israedite Zionof the chapter.
13:7 A n d it was given unto him to make
ists than ever in the history of your
planet-RIGHT NOW AT THIS DAY. This war with the saints, and to ovenrzrne them
13:4 And they worshipped the dragon is not to distract from your presenta- a n dpower was given him over all kindreds,
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and tongues, and nations.
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the people of the world to prostitute or sell Caliphate, based in Baghdad, fought Jihad
their souls-the mark in their foreheads, Holy wars against the KhazarJ e w Empire
for hundreds of years. The Khazar-Jew
Witness the aftermath of the Bolshevik for money-the mark in their hand.
Revolution where an estimated 50 million
Empire rose to its greatest heights of power
butchChristians and other Gentiles were
13:17 Andthat no manmight buy or sell, about 750 A.D. and continued until about
ered and killed by the "Jewish" Bolshevik save he that hadthemark, orthe name of the 1220 A. D . when the Mongols, under
Genghis Khan, smashed and destroyed
regime.
Karl Marx, Leon Trotsky beast, or the number of his name.
them. They then scattered among the
(Braunstein),and Kerensky were all Jews.
(His real name is Aaron Kirbiz; Kerensky
The U.S. dollar is a world-wide cur- nations of Europe where they began to
was the name of his Step-father.)
rency. You cannot, without much dim- dominate in banking, commerce, and govculty, buy or sell without it. On the back of ernment. Some of the wealthiest Jews
13:12 And he exercisethallthepowerof the one dollar bill, or Federal Reserve note, began marrying into the royal family blood
thefirst beast before him, and causeth the is found the mark of the beast. It is the 6 lines of Europe. By 1820, the Khazar Jew
earth and them which dwell therein to wor- pointed star, composed, in this case, of 13 banking family, Rothschild, had already
ship the first beast, whose deadly wound five-pointed stars. This mark is located taken control over the National Banks of
was healed.
just above the eagle. The name of the beast issue of England, France, Germany, Italy,
is David or Israel--"the star of David or and Belgium. By 1914, the family took
The second beast, Israel, gets its power Israel". The number of his name is 666, control of most of Europe, the national
from the Jews world-wide in every nation. the number of the 6 pointed Jewish star. bank of America, "the Federal Reserve
The Jews world-wide have usually con- [H: Remember: The "starnin point is not Systenl", and laid the foundations for
trolled the major means of communication the star of David as you think of as the modem Zionism-the idea of Palestine for
in the nations composing the first beast. "House of Davidn-it is the symbol of the Jews and the idea that the Jews will
David Al Roy-+ Khazarian who claimed rule over the world.
The 1917 Bolshevik Revolution was the
13: 1 3 And he doeth great wonders, so himself to be THE Messiah.
that he makethfire come downfrom heaven
takeover of the Soviet Union by the Jews.
on the earth in the sight of men.
13:18 Here iswisdom. Let him that hath Karl Marx, Leon Trotsky (His real name is
understandingcountthenumberofthebeast: Braunstein), and Kerensky (His real name
Israel has nuclear capability ready to fpritis the numberof a ma; and his number is Aaron Kirbiz), the leaders of the Bolshevik Revolution, were all Jews. In 1917,200
is Six hundred threescore and six.
use.
Jews left for Russia from New York with
13: 1 4 And deceiveththemthat dwell on
In looking at the flag of Israel let us $20,000,000 in gold given to them by the
Jewish Bankers headed by Paul Warburg
the earth by the means of those miracles consider the star in its center:
and Jacob Schiff, both founders of the
which he hadpower to do in the sight ofthe
The star has 6 points
United States Federal Reserve banking
beast; saying to them that dwell on the
The star has 6 triangles.
The star has a 6-sided polygon inside. system and both agents for the Jewish
earth, that they should make an image to the
The star has the number and the name banking family who controls Europe-the
beast, which had the wound by a sword,
Rothschilds. During the reign of the Bolof a man: David or Israel.
and did live.
This star is the mark of the beast! sheviks in Russia no synagogues were
After World War 11, it was a miracle that Further, face the facts: The Jews as Phari- touched, and the Jews are the only privisuch a small group of people, world-wide sees killed the one called 'Christ" about leged people who even today can h m i Jewry, or the second beast, could control 2000 years ago, hence, the name uAnti- grate to and from the Soviet Union any
so totally the world media. Through this Christ". There is no point in arguing this time they wish.
This is why all of the wars against Israel
they agitated the proposal to establish the fact since they are still opposed t o Him,
United Nations for the 'benefit' of the na- even to this day, and all the "Judeo- have failed, because any Arab or Moslem
tions composing the first beast. The ben- Christian" nonsense you can tout w i l l countries receiving Soviet aid were betrayed. Jewish Russia made money selling
efits to the primary inhabitants of those change not an iota of it.
weapons and technology to those councountries is, of course, a deception.
tries but they made sure that the odds were
A LETTER TO ALL ARABS,
13:15 And he hadpowertogive lifeunto
PERSIANS AND MOSLEMS:
stacked against them. The Moslems received inferior weapons, inferior technolthe image of the beast, that the image of the
beast should both speak, and cause that as
The Christian people of North and South ogy, inferior training but, worst of all, the
many as would not worship the image of the America, Europe, and Russia have been Moslem military secrets were given to their
enslaved politically and economically by enemies by Israel. Any time the Moslem
beast should be killed.
world Jewry as defined through the Zion- world deals with the governments of EuThe proposal to establish the United ist-Khazarian movement. The Talmudic rope, America, and Russia, they are in
Nations was successful and the United Khazar Jews control the governments of reality dealing with the Jews and their
Nations went into motion thanks to the Europe, America, and Russia. They are not enemy, Israel.
The reason for this implied weakness or
efforts of the second beast. The United true Semites like you, but are mostly of
Nations sends troops to destroy anyone Khazar-Russian-Turkish blood. After the inferiority in Christians and Moslems is
destruction of Jewish Palestine in 70 A.D. simple. The Jews always put the welfare of
who does not obey its directives.
by the Romans under the Emperor their race and culture above all other con13:16 And he causeth all, both small Vespasian, the Hebrew Semitic Jews scat- siderations, whereas the Christians and
such thing.
and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to tered world wide and many emigrated to Moslems never consider
receive a mark in their right hand, or in their the Khazar Kingdom between the Black When a Jew becomes wealthy, the first
Sea and the Caspian Sea, just north of the thing he does is buy controlling interest in
foreheads:
Caucasus Mountains. There they inter- the major means of communication-teleThe activities of the second beast acting married with and converted the Khazar vision, radio, or newspapers, or takes conon the first beast, together combined, cause race to Talmudic Judaism. The Moslem trolling interest in a national bank which
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creates the currency, in most every country in the world.
The tactic ensures his political safety
and future political power. Because the
Jews now control 100% of all the major
communications media in America, Europe, and Russia, as well as all the national
banks in those countries, they thereby
completelycontrolthe governmentsofthose
countries. No Senator, or Congressman,
or President can survive or climb in office
who opposes them. The Christian or Moslem, on the other hand, when he becomes
rich, spends his money on large harems
and pleasure yachts and jets. He plays and
smiles and laughs, until one day the Jew
becomes his master and dictator and expropriates all of his property and wealth
and kills or enslaves him and his family.
AlZof the hundne&of bilZionsof dollam
from Arab and Moslem oil rarenues
which a m sent to Europe and America
for investment is invested and nurnaged by Jewish investment firms so
that them is no Moslem contrvl whatsom r in any of the communication media or important banks. Thisforebodes
a vety bleak f h m for the Moslem
world because one day, not too f a r off, the
armies and nuclear technology of America
andEuropewill be mobilized by the Jewish
dictatorship to expropriate the land, oil,
and wealth of all Moslems. This will all be
done under the pretense of war. The times
are even bleaker for the Christians for they
have already been enslaved within their
own countries. These enslaved Christians
will fill the armies to fight against the
Moslem world. While the Christians and
Moslems are killing each other in war the
~ e will
w be the one who will be smiling, and
laughing, and pulling all the strings as his
power increases.
The Arab-Moslem people of the world
must unite and overthrow the hypocrites
and prostitutes who rule in countries like
Egypt and Saudi Arabia. They are Jewish
puppets and one day will be shot or executed like fat ducks too heavy to fly, and
their countries and people will be enslaved.
The only ma2 bcrlance of power in the
umt.Zd i s Ch*
The
does not
contml China. China has full nuclear
capability. The Moslem world has oil and
sincerity to offer China. It has been predicted by Nostradarnus that the Moslem
world will unite into a partnership with
China and that China will give nuclear
capability to the Arabs so that they may
remain free from Jewish enslavement.
World Jewry was very upset in the 1950s
and early 1960s when China independently developed atomic and hydrogen
bombs. The Soviet Union promised and
worked jointly with China to give China
atomic capability but it was all a ruse.
China finally broke the Zionist monopoly
when a Chinese American scientist de-
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fected to China wirn rnt: sccress. ir these
events had not happened then there would
be no hope for freedom for any Christians,
Moslems, or Orientals (or the Judean
"Jews"). And so, my brothers, you must
unite with China or we will crush you. We
Christians are but slaves to the Khazar
Zionist Jews. Like foolsand ignorant slaves,
we Christians will fill the armies which will
be fighting against you Moslems, our real
brothers, to enslave you and further enslave ourselves to our Jewish masters. It is
too late for u s but you still have a chance,
but you must unite with our other brother,
China. It will only be through a world
Holocaust that the Jewish yoke of tyranny
can be overthrown. Our hopes are with
you. May God bless you always.
Please help distribute the enclosed information, especially to the Christians in
America and Europe. When they realize for

the first time who the real enemy or AntiChrist is it will help weaken the Jewish
grip. ....Please put a little of the Billion in
oil revenue to work for your own safety and
security.
Respectfully,
T.B.
END OF QUOTING

***
Enough for this sitting, please. I find this
quite sufficient to thinkupon as these days
of trial pass upon you.
Do that which you will as you journey
through these days of confusion and
chaos-but if you remain blind then you
shall surely perish as a great nation in
freedom.
Salu.

Nora's Research Corner
ABOUT ANGER AND THE
GARDEN OF ATON
This article has been written in response to a personal request for a study on
the subject ofAnger by L.F. as expressed in
his letters that were 'demanded" printed,
and were, on pages 57-64 of the 3/9/93
PHOENXLBERATOR. While this kind of
direct 'request" is not exactly how I am
accustomed to pursuing scholarly inquiry,
I will tackle the matter to the best of my
ability. I cannot say I am an expert, yet I
have some personal knowledge of the subject as well as access to God's Word on the
subject.
TO sort and resolve for ourselves the
conflicting lies and errors of many centuries on this subject of Anger, not to mention the vast number of interpretations of
various "scripturesw and the humanist
"New Age" theories on the matter, is a task
worthy of a son of Gudl But.. .understanding
this subject of Anger is also a task necessary to our personal growth.
"Anger* comes in many 'shapes and
sizes" starting with that of a child deprived
of what they want at the moment, to an
irascible, petty, egotisticaltyrant imposing
an ill-conceived and selfish will on others,
to a legitimate anger of a generally ineffective person who suppresses their true feelings to the point they erupt in an uncontrollable outburst, and on to the legitimate
anger of an interested and knowledgeable
person truly aware of a situation who acts
appropriately and timely.
There are, of course, many shades of
differencesbetween the kinds of anger, the
level of self awareness of each person and
important others, as well as the level of

importance of each cause for displeasure.
There is also the circumstance to consider,
and this & critical! So - as Hatonn has
said many times, we need to have our
priorities in order and be discerning aswell
as responsible.
Every action and reaction starts with
the individual. There is no hope of improving any situation until each person deals
with themselves first. A s Esu said 2,000
years ago, remove the 'boulder from your
own eye first and then you will be able to
discern how best to remove the speck from
another's eye"!
In my many years of working closely
with humans a t a level of crises, I have
learned the hard way that the majority of
people are in serious conflict with themselves. They say one thing, think another,
feel another and & yet something else!
Such chaos can only reap more chaos! It
also reaps a great deal of anxiety, suppressed anger, depression and irresolute
drifting, among other things.
People do not know themselves! Ask
anyone what they reallu feetor think about
something. In most cases you will receive
an 'off the top of my head" response more
dependent upon ego, a momentary feeling,
or group pressure, than anything else.
That is understandable; few want to share
or take responsibility for their personal
feelings. Unfortunately, very few know
their true feelings, even after giving the
matter some considerable attention! So how can you know who you are and what
you are about?
Deep inside you & the answer: the
Kingdom of God within! How do you get
there? With a persevering desire to get
there, and with God's help. How do you

+
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start? Start with yourself. Examine your
emotions. Why do I feel thisway? What made
me react this way? Do I really f: -1 the way I
am acting, or is it some kind of false front?
What am I doing? Why am I doing it? Do I
need to do it? I s it right to do? What am I
thinking? I s it mythought or someoneelse's?
Do I agree with it? Why?
A s a wise person once said, 'An
unexamined life is not worth living." Fortunately, everyone
start the examinationon
their own life with a little effort. A choice of
NOT to know & a choice, for which each
person is just as responsible, as they are for
making the choice TO know.
The process of knowing is not easy. It &
worth every attention and effortyou can bring
to bear. You may leam that who or what you
thought you 'hated" you now love, and those
persons or things you once 'loved" are no
longer of interest to you. So -don't be ready
to judge too quickly! Your perspective can and likely will - change dramatically. Be
rigorously honest with yourself, even if you
cannot be totally honest with othersjust yet.
It is the only way to start knowing and loving
yourself. Until you can love yourself, you
really have ;lo genuine love to give others think about it.
Anger is one of those possible responses
available t o d . It is anatural&appropriate
response to many situations. However, we
must be aware of our true feelings, our
responsibilities,and the true circumstances,
in order to begin to deal with anger appropriately.
Anger, out of control, is like a volcano
erupting, a lot of heat, debris and damacre.
Anger can be awarning that somethingis not
right. Therefore,investigateyourselffirst, the
situation next, and then look at the possibility and responsibility for change. gyou have
become aware of your feelings as they arise,
and deal with them in a timely and appropriate way, the possibly destructive aspects of
pent-up anger will not accumulate to later
explode.
In fact, once we know our true feelingsand
have been honest with ourselves and others,
most situations that end up causing displeasure, error, or worse can be handled with a
simple, but fm and clear, resolve, even if
that be expressed as a simple but firm "NO!"
about the situation. But, of course, not all
circumstances fall into that category, and not
all people are clear enough to handle even
that much with responsibility.
Does God get angry? Should He? $He
does, does that mean He is wrong and a
"fake" and thus is
MY God? The answer
truly lies in knc-.ving God within yourself.
While I would not presume to speak for the
Higher Energies ofAton, Hatonn or Sananda,
I would point out that much has already been
written about God's Laws. I can recommend
you read the New Testamentand, even more
highly, recommend the PHOENIX JOURNAL
called, PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER
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MANUAL, particularly beginning with page
84. Once you come into contact with that
'Kingdom within", your own true feelings
will likely be more in hannony with God's
feelings and you can be a more OBJECTIVE
and DISCERNING judge of the matter provoking anger. God IS Light, and that inner
self of you IS a fragment of God.
So - was there ever any recorded past
time when "God got angry" and it was the
11ght response? (I do not here presume to
judge God or His actions - only point out
what has been recorded that humans might
understand.)
Esu incarnated on Earth-Shan about
2,000 years ago. He was the Son of the
Celestial Son, Gabriel. He was trained and
prepared for the special task of bringing
God's Word to avery dark planet Earth-Shan.
It was the Father's (God's) work He was
about. He said, I' and my Father are One."
He was, in other words, in touch with the
'Kingdom within" Himself.
Was He the sort to 'unconditionally love
and allow"? Ifyou think so, you haven't done
your homeworkl Esu spoke out on the
problems of his day. He healed people, but he
also warned them to "go and sin no more!"
He overturned the tables of the money changers in the temple and told them in no uncertain tenns that God's House was meant to be
a house of prayer, not a den of thieves! Esu
was true to God. He most certainly did not
'just allodl And I would have to expect that
He was a t least very disgusted with these
people if not downright angry, too!
Moreover, His actions were certainly appropriate and necessary, considering the
depraved depths to which the priesthood had
fallen and how short they were coming up to
delivering the true needs of humanity for
truth and God's Laws! The important point
here is that Esu accepted and carried out His
responsibility to Himself, to God, to Creation
and to his fellow man. His actionsand words
were not at all unlike those we sometimes
hear from Commander Hatonn. Hatonn
speaks out forcefully, for example, to the
'money changers" in this 'One Nation Under Godw--and He does not s m their
feelings. They ARE evil! Why would he not
address that fact head-on?
Now, does He stop loving them? Well, He
may remove Himself some distance from
them. Nevertheless, what He says to them is
indeed agreat- and loving- service to their
soul. Who else & telling them about the evil
they perpetrate? Only those few others who
have recognized the "Kingdom within" and
know evil when they see it.
Another exampleof anger being expressed
by one of the Hosts is that of Gabriel when
Esu was scourged and hung on the cross. Put
yourself in Gabriel's place. How would you,
the father ofawonderful son, feel towards the
people who were torturing Esu that day? If
you believe you would not, or should not, "get
angry", then I canonlydiscern that thereis

something very unnatural AND unknowing
in that belief. Remember, you a~ hu-man,
and that means higher universal man! Your
very soul would have to be moved by such an
event-oryou would be as good as soul-dead
yourself! According to Biblical accounts, the
sky was darkened, there was lightning and
thunder, and an earthquake. According to
Esu Sananda's account in the JOURNAL
called, AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME
IMMANUEL. I AM SANANDA, these displays
were the awesome manifestations of his father Gabriel's controlled, but nonetheless
displayed, anger being witnessed that day!
Think about it. Those people persisted in
their evil in spite of all the teachings Esu
shared with them! What would influence
them at all? Well, maybe, at their level of
discernment, some "lightning and thunder"
at least made them pause to consider what
they were doing. In my opinion, Gabriel gave
an honest response to an unacceptable situation. That honesty at least let those people
know, in a 'language" they might understand, what the Higher Forces thought about
the matter! The anger was probably palpable
in the air that day.
Note that Gabriel DID NOT break ANY of
God's Laws. He did not kill anyone. Nevertheless, the perpetratorsof the crimewill reap
what they sow, and, in fact, Gabriel's actions
may well have started a few in that evilminded m w d on a more thoughtful path
that day! Those, like most parents, who
appreciate the need, at times, for some'tough
love" will recognize this response!
There is much in the Old and N w Testament that has been borrowed, edited, reworked and made to conform to a 'priestlf
c d . I have discussed the name aJHVE"in
my first series of articles, as well as shown
that God's name & Aton! 1do not agree with
much that is presently part of the Bible. The
question of 'Jahweh" (AKA Jehovah, JHVE,
etc.) being a 'God of Wrath" is therefore a
difficult problem to =solve. Many scholars
have spent years analyzing the Bible, and
have arrived at the conclusionthat "Jahweh"
is included in texts primarily subservient to
the priests!
I don't know the origin of this particular
set of names. Hatonn and Sananda say that
they will answer to many names, depending
upon the intent of the person doing the
calling. Nevertheless, away tojudge whether
a certain text or belief is true & to compare it
with God's Laws and the Laws of Cmation. IF
it does not agree, some error has either crept
in through ignorance or been deliberately
perpetrated for gain of one sort or another.
For example, the Old Testament 'God"
that instigated wars, etc., would not be in
harmony with a God whose Law is "Thou
shalt not kill!" On the other hand, many
there are who seIve that 'god", Jaldabaoth,
the 'son of chaos". Now, 'Jaldabaoth" iust
mifit start a war, and just mi& try to kill
Esu! Jaldabaoth (AKA Lucifer, Satan, etc.)
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would also be the one to rewrite God's word to
suit his designs. God is not in conflict with
Himself. Man is the one who is so far out of
balance as to endangerthe Earth and all that
is upon her. God has sent His Hosts to warn
man. He also gave man a conscience. Will
man listen?
If the Earth is destroyed, it will not be
~ o ~ s d o i_Urnan
n ~ . canbe brought into some
kind of balance, it y
J
il be God's doing. What
Aton does with the mess we're in is probably
not unlike what any father must do with a
family far out of hand - only in this case,
there are whole universes to consider. At
least we cansuspect that there will be a great
deal of sorting, cleaning, and teaching! That
He rmght be "an&, especially as a father,
is a foregone conclusion for anyone who is at
all aware of our true situation!
It is my experience that what has been
termed in the "New Age" language as "unconditional love", or "unconditional allowing" only conveniently relinquishes one from
the less pleasant aspects of responsible behavior or "doing the right thing". Moreover,
it ends up entangling one in a path someone
else wants to travel, while diverting one from
their own path.
This is a choice we must make individually, as Sananda has said in His treatise on
Vrathn (again, see PHOENlX OPERATOROWlVER MANUAL, page 84): there are no
'victims", only "volunteers". I think this
"civilization"on Earth-Shan is due for some
rigoi-ous"tough love"! On the other hand, we

only reap what we sow, and cannot blame
anyone but ourselves in the process. Still, we
have the opportunity, as each day is given to
us, to choose to change our path and therefore our circumstances. Those who follow the
wrong "god" will sooner or later wake up to
that fact!
Whoever teaches that God is "unconditional love" IS in error! God & Love, Light,
Truth. He is also "knowing". He sets
COhlDKI'IONS for u s to follow - called His
Laws and theLaws ofcreation! Nevertheless,
He our Father-Mother Creator. While He
does not force us to do anything, He does try
to teach us. He gave us fkee will but we are
rresponsible for what we do with it. Therefore, ifwe dont learn our lessons, we reincarnate again until we do, either here or someplace else. Diplomas are not handed out in
this Earth-school just for attendance!
Why does He bother? Because, He doestruly and responsibly-love us. He gave us
a special treasure of Himself, and a special
home to live on. This "treasure"-a unique
spark of Himself-was given within EACHof
u s and is intended to be found and to be
developed and manifested by each, uniquely.
The Laws of God are the keys to unlocking
this treasure, and mastering those Laws are
the key to our graduation!The promise is that
if any man shall do the Father's will, he shall
know of the doctrine, whether it be of God or
not. (Ref., John 7:15-17.) God won't change
the Laws; the entire universes run in harmony on them. Will the prodigal sons see that

ana return to the Father? (Ref., Luke 15.)
The Earth and its people are at tne time
when Aton, who planted this garden of Earth,
is returning to harvest the h i t s thereof. The
"wickedhusbandmen"whoUstolethe fruits"
are to be removed, and the "garden given out
to others." (Ref., Mat.20, Mlc 12, Lu. 20.) Is
that wrong? It & the way it & and the way Esu
taught, according to the New Testament
That God might be angry and take appropriate action is indeed the great hope of many.
The need here is to remember, God works
WiWyou and THROUGHyou, not FOR you.

Bibliography: KZNG JAMES VERSION
OFTHEBIBLE,with attached concordance,
Oxford at Clarendon Press (Purchased in
1990); PHOENIX OPERATOR - OWNER
MANUAL, by Jesus-Sananda, Lord Michael,
St. Germain, scribed by Druthea, Thomas
and Dharrna, America West Publishers,
Carson City, NV (199 1);AND THEY CALLED
HIS NAME IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA,
recorded by Dhanna, America West Publishers, Carson City, M I , (1989); THE
PHOENHLIBERATOR, Vol20 # 13 (10113/
92), article: "Hebrew-Akkadian" (for information on God's name); ANCENT JUDAISM, BIBLICAL CRITICISM FROM MAX
WEBER TO THEPRESENT, by Irving Zeitlin,
Polity Press, Cambridge, ( 1984) (for information on studies made of the diverse
sources of the Pentateuch, see Appendix
therein titled DOCUMENTARY HYFOTHESIS.)
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A TIME T O BE BORN, AND A
TIME T O DIE, A TIME TO PLANT,
AND A TIME TO PLUCK LIP THRT
WHICH IS PLANTED; A TIME T O
KILL, AND A TIME TO HEAL; A
TIME T O BREAK DOWN, AND A
TIME T O BUILD UP; A TIME T O
WEEP, AND A TIME TO LA UGH;A
TIME T O MOURN, AND A TIME T O
DANCE.
- Ecclesiastes 3:2-4
1'

I

.

'TIME" IS BUT A FLOWING SEQUENCE OFTHINGSEACH IN ITS OWN
PERFECTION OF EXPRESSION. TIS A
WISE MAN, INDEED, WHO RECOGNIZES
THE NEXT AND LEAVES GO OF THE
LAST!
And s o too were t h e s e very
rememberings placed also in Ecclesiastes
3:5-6:

TIME TO E ~ ~ B R A C E
AND
, A TIME
TO REFRAIN FROM EMBRACING; A TIME T O GET, AND A
TIME TO LOSE; A TIME TOKEEP,
AND A TIBEE TO CMST AWAY.
WILL YOU KNOW WHAT TIME IT IS?

***
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.. .

A TIME T O C A S T A W A Y
S T O N E S , AND
A TIME T O
GATHER STONES TOGETHER; A
I

.

.
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_
.

A

_
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Dharma, it is not yet "time" to put
aside those things dear in that which we
have labored long in the vineyards-the
,
. .\.
---- --------.
.
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THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR

PHOENX LIBERATOR. It is not yet time further suggest that anyone efforting to Cabazon IndianTribe. The CabazonTribe
to withdraw in recognition for we have "get at them" has to "get through ME!" consists of only 25 Cabazon Indians.
given much to be remembered and, yet, So be it.
Shortly after Nichols became adminisit matters not who speaks or writes the
trator for the tribe, the Cabazons began
words in Truth-it matters only that
BEGIN QUOTING:
opening gambling ventures on tribal
they be written.
lands. These ventures were being obI have two writings to offer-each
COM- 12 BRIEFING
served a t the time by special agents with
seemingly more important than the other
(Activities from 1980 to Present)
the FBI and ATF because well-known
and, yet, being unable to do them both a t
members of organized crime groups were
once-we shall move as quickly as is
The following briefing concerns indi- also becoming involved.
After setting up the gambling venfeasible. One subject deals with the total viduals and events which are keys in the
and ultimate manipulation come upon continuing Cabazon-Wackenhut venture tures a t the Cabazon site, Dr. Nichols
you of Earth and now perfected to the and related involvements. While some began traveling around the country lobpoint of presentation all about you- information has become available to a bying and proposing a wide variety of
gene manipulation and DNA "replica- few investigative journalists and re- military interests for military projects.
tion".
search-investigators, the main body of Dr. Nichols' access to Black Operations
Then, we have a writing from our information has been classified. [H: At funds, as well as international arms merfriends in intrigue. It would be gracious any rate of consideration, this will be chants, led other U.S. Intelligence Agenof u s to share right up front some things new information to all but the most cies to take notice. The projects diswhich shall surely make your reading select few who work within, or have, cussed by Dr. Nichols concerned the
more pleasurable and give greater un- the innermost organization itself. At research and development of everything
derstanding but it would seem more ap- the least, you as readers will find it from HMX processing to ABW manufacturing. His meetings and business aspropriate to simply give notations as we most interesting.]
Dr. John P. Nichols is the first indi- sociations were with the top-level permove along in the presentation.
These offerings are the VERY ones vidual of interest as it is he who first sonnel in the defense industry and the
which a r e both informative a n d approached the Cabazon Tribe, a t the Pentagon, such as the Assistant Director
"dreaded" by our people for the reveal- request and support of Wackenhut's for Land Warfare for DARPA.
The legal association concerning Ining of such is, in itself, a great risk Special Interests Group known as
indeed.
Wackenhut World Technologies, Inc. dian land grants and Indian sovereignty
A s you read, please know that "Com (WWT, Inc.), to offer the Cabazon Tribe has for some time been very attractive to
Twelve" is a n organization within the (Native Americans) his administrative some U.S. intelligence interests as well
Navy Seal Team. This group is dedicated expertise.
as Black Rose Operations. Black Rose
[Editor's note: By incredible "coin- and other intelligence operatives have
to restore and maintain the U.S. Consticidence" the Sunday March 21, 1993 realized that their non-Indian administution.
DO NOT, READERS, JUMP TO ANY L o s Angeles Times has just pdnted a tration can gain a substantial profit in a
CONCLUSIONSASTO SOURCE OFTHIS most co@iming article on Nichols business role with the tribe under the
MATERIAL FOR WHEN IT "APPEARED" and many of the cast of chamcters cover of Indian sovereign status. This
HERE, THERE WERE AT LEAST THREE you are going to read about below. We allows them to conduct gambling operaPARTIES INVOLVED IN DELIVERY. ALL find it "interesting"that Commander tions and other activities without the
PARTIES BECOME SUSPECT A N D Hatonn chose to present information scrutiny of the U.S.Government. These
ENDANGERED SO LET US JUST LEAVE about this matterjust two days before sovereign status rights have left the tribes
PERSONS UNNAMED AT THIS TIME. this story hit the papers. We are re- open to a variety of ills, such as orgaYOU MUST UNDERSTAND THAT ALL printing the Los Angeles Times story nized crime involvement and intelligence
PARTIES WHO HAVE REVEALED INFOR- on pages 24 - 26.1
operations infiltration.
Note: "Rose" is George Bush's code
MATION ARE ENDANGERED BY LOOSE
Dr. Nichols had formerly been known
GOSSIP AND SPECULATION. IF YOU as a labor worker and was commonly name which hasoften been "White Rose".
DON'T BELIEVE THAT-THEN
LOOK referred to as a n "International Grants- The rose has been historically a symbol
CLOSELY AT THAT WHICH IS HAPPEN- man". Dr. Nichols was recognized for in underground societies.
ING TO ONE VICTOR MARCHETTI, his ability to raise funds for a whole host
In addition to gambling ventures, inWHOSE WORK WE HONOR AND HAVE of different organizations, all with differ- telligence and organized crime groups
USED. THE RECENT CIA "SHOOTINGS" ing interests and objectives. Dr. Nichols have found that there are unlimited opAT CIA HEADQUARTERS HAVE BEEN also spent approximately 10 years in portunities for operation of such activiDELIBERATELY LINKED DIRECTLY TO South America, namely in Chile, Bolivia ties as Toxic Waste Disposal, ConvenHIM AND HIS SON-ABSURD AND RI- and Brazil. For one year he even took the tional and BiologicalWarfare Arms manuDICULOUS BUTTHE GAME "AINT FAIR position of a Coca-Cola Bottling Plant facturing and a whole variety of other
NOR JUST".
Manager in Brazil despite the fact he questionable activities. These agencies
THE REASON I feel it fine to have our holds no credentials or experience to and groups understand that on tribal
people present this is because so much hold any such position for the company. lands they are only subject to federal
of it has been published in one form or It is believed this move was made a t the laws, which are either non-existent or
another and, now, even a television ver- behest of the Central Intelligence Agency much more lenient than state or local
sion of the INSLAW connection with for a related project under way a t the laws. They can avoid all the checks and
Casolaro's death, that both sender and time.
balances of the legislative or other govreceiver are not giving enough "new"
Shortly after this period, Dr. Nichols ernment watch-dogs and will not be subinformation as to uncover too much too returned to the U.S. and continued his ject to U.S. law so long as the business is
quickly. Besides, with only 1,400 sub- activities concerning collection of funds conducted within the reservation terriscribers to the LIBERATOR, we feel aqbit for various extra-curricular intelligence tory.
insignificant in the fight to help these activities. At this time, he, along with
The d e a t h of journalist Joseph
daring reporters. We shall see and I WWT, Inc., took a n interest in the "Danny" Casolaro [H: I hope all of you
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watched t h e episode last week of UN- ventory as well as Top Secret Security privatized the U.S.'s nuclear arsenal. In
SOLVED MYSTERIES which featured a Assets. The CTA is assigned to protect 47 some instances, Wackenhut took the place
lengthy portrayal of Casolaro. If not, national security sites. Between 3,000 of the elite U.S. Marine Corps Black Beret
perhaps you could g e t a copy for it is and 4,000 individuals graduate from CTA Guard-Special Operations Units.
An individual by the name of Michael
very well done, a s far a s allowed by t h e training cycles each year. Their expertise
"fixed" media.] occurred shortly after is in the area of SRT skills, Weapons and Riconosciuto was taken on by Wackenhut
he began requesting an interview with Tactics, Crisis Negotiations and Manage- and the Nichols Group as Director of ReDr. Nichols regarding the Cabazon ven- ment, Dignitary Protection, Sniper Obser- search. Mr. Riconosciuto has avast scienture and other subjects. Mr. Casolaro vation Teams, Tactical Leadership, Overt tific background. [H: Beforewegofarther
had discovered Dr. Nichols' involvement and Covert Surveillance, Fire Team Tac- please realize that these are the names
as an operative in Deep Black Opera- tics, Explosives and Explosives Identifica- revolving within the intrigue of the
tions.
tion, Armorer and Rangemaster Certifica- "Inslaw" case and PROMIS .ofware.
Part of the operations of illegal activi- tion, Advanced Survival, etc. SRT work is Know also that this is THE s o h a r e
ties being documented by a select group divided into three levels-SRT 1: Basic which was stolen but is utilized in proof intelligence operatives, as well as a few Teamwork and Covert Tactics and Intelli- gramming THE BEAST computer syrprivate individuals such as Mr. Casolaro, gence. SRT 2: Planning and Dynamic tem for the United Nations Forces, the
was the involvement of these operations in Counter-intelligence Factors. SRT 3: Ad- United Nations One World Government
connection to private interests and indi- vanced Special Circumstance Training- and World Order.] Riconosciuto studied
viduals co~lnectedto intelligence groups. elite Security Methods, etc. (H & K MP5 A- under Arthur Schawlow, the Nobel PrizeOne of these groups is Wackenhut.
2, Beretta 92F(M-9),S & W or SIGARMS, winning physicist who was the co-inventor
The Wackenhut Corporation was started Inc. M4506, M45 16, M6906, M3906 and of the laser. Riconosciuto is extremely
by ex-FBI agent George Wackenhut in 1954. MS906 9mm Parabellurn Variants. Also intelligent. He has skills in a variety of
The Wackenhut Corp. is involved in every- SIB/ Saver P220 and P226, P225). Gradu- fields, with an expertise in Electronics,
thing from regular minimum security con- ates of the CTA who go to work for the Engineering, and Advanced Computer
tracts up to the protection of some U.S. Wackenhut group are referred to as Technologies.
and private interests with the "Above Top "Nuclear Snake Eaters". A patch on their
It was a t the Cabazon facility that
Secret" security status. The Florida-based uniforms bears the Latin phrases "Ad Riconosciuto received the software packWackenhut Corp. holds very lucrative con- Finem Terram" on the top and "Fidelis age of INSLAW'Smaterial known as PROMIS
tracts with such government agencies as Tarnquam Post Mortem" on the bottom. (ProsecutorsManagement and Intelligence
the Department of Energy, the State De- These translate to 'To t h e Ends of the System). The software was borrowed from
partment and NASA. It is also involved Earth" andUFaithfulEvenAfterDeath". Nancy and Bill Hamiltdn (owners and
The joint venture between Wackenhut founders of INSLAW company) by the U.S.
with privatized prison operations and management, recentlyacquiring new contracts and the Cabazon Indians was managed by Justice Department. The Justice Departoverseas. Wackenhut Corp. has also been Dr. Nichols and the Nichols Group. On ment claimed it was interested in obtainincreasingly involved in the intelligence Wackenhut's Board of Directors is a n ar- ing the program for its department as well
field. Its operations of a secret operations ray of former CIA, FBI, NSA, NSC, ISA and as other law enforcement interests. In
group known as WWT, Inc. (Wackenhut NRO members. The Wackenhut World reality, the U.S. Department of Justice
World Technologies)are deeply involved in Technologies Group made several trips to ended up stealing the program.
the inter-agency struggle among those who Canada to meet with and attempt to purAfter INSLAW lent the program to the
wish to maintain a Constitutional Govern- chase the explosives manufacturing com- Justice Department, it was forwarded to
ment and those who wish to abolish it.
pany of Gerald Bull. (Mr.Bull was the Wackenhut and the Nichols Group. It was
NOTE: Parts of the CIA and Naval Intel- designer and seller of the "Giant Gun" at the Cabazon facility that Riconosciuto
ligence are on BOTH sides of the fence being built by Iraq which was destroyed by assessed the program and determinedwhat
regarding Constitutional government.
ajoint U.S.-Mossad RemovalTeam shortly an asset it could be. At this point, Dr. Earl
The president of the Wackenhut group before our military conflict with Iraq. Mr. Brian (A Ronald Reagan 'kitchen" cabinet
is Richard R. Wackenhut, son of the Bull was then removed in a hit by U.S. and member who goes all the way back to E.
founder. The company has developed an Mossad operatives.) [H:We have written Meese, W. Clark, etc.) and his associate
array of specialized services, currently pro- extensively about Mr. Bull in prior JOUR- from the Department of Justice, Peter
viding security and investigative services NALS so will not interrupt here to speak Videnieks, oversaw the operation to copy
to private business and government in the further about him.]
and alter the PROMIS software and to
U.S. as well as over 40 other countries.
Wackenhut used Dr. Nichols as its rep- create a back door access to the various
Twenty-five percent of its annual revenue resentative to act as a go-between for deal- U.S. intelligence agencies which would
comes from the U.S. Department of Energy ings between the Canadian Co. and the remain secret. This backdoor group, 92
(DOE). These DOE contracts range from Cabazon Indian Tribe. During the set up of countries, will find that they have a very
protection of the Savannah River Nuclear the weapons manufacturing operations at "compromised"system--compromised by
Plant to The Strategic Petroleum Reserve the Cabazon facility several key players the U.S. Intelligence Senrice-WHEN
and all the way to S-4 and S-6 classifica- involved in the Contra supply effort ap- THOSE COUNTRIES FIND OUT ABOUT
tion facilities for the U.S. Government. It peared in person at different times on the THIS LITTLE FLAW THEY ARE GOING
also manages the Department of Energy's reservation as guests of the Nichols family TO BE EXTREMELY AGITATED!
Central Training Academy (CTA).
and Wackenhut. These individuals were
Presently, 92 countries have purCTA is located deep within the confines present for such things as demonstrations chased this stolen and altered program.
of Kirtland Air Force Base in Albuquerque, of various weapons and advanced night The illegal sales generated hundreds of
New Mexico. Actually, it is very, very near vision equipment.
millions of dollars in revenue. Most of
Dulce wherein highly advanced technoThe Wackenhut Group and the CTA this work occurred a t the Cabazon site.
logical biological experiments are being have handled the security of the nation's Since sale of such intelligence-gathering
done in the underground facilities. It pro- nuclear arsenals and highly classified sites software to a foreign country is illegal in
vides and maintains security for all U.S. since being requested to do so by the itself, the property ofWilliam and Nancy
nuclear weapons and components in in- Reagan-Bush Administration when it Hamilton was pirated and sold under the
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Eli??P H O E M X - W g m R .

approval and management of the U.S. Alvarez, a college-educated Cabazon In- revealed that each of these 12 wounds
intelligence agencies and the U.S. J u s - dim, opposed Dr. Nichols, Wackenhut and cleanly severed all cartilage, tendons and
tice Department. INSLAW is now de- the new gambling ventures on the reserva- ligaments in the wrist-an absolute imposfunct and the Hamiltons are in bank- tions. After making his opposition well sibility if the woundswere self inflicted, yet
ruptcy.
known in the press and the public in 1980- the death was ruled a suicide. Casolaro
The Cabazon reservation is widely 81, he received several death threats. He also had a large bruise on the upper left
scattei-ed on patches of land that stretch was voted out of his position asTribal Vice- inside arm of the biceps. It was estimated
over nearly a 10-mile area, a total of Chairman of the small, decision-making that it took about 20 to 25 minutes for him
approximately 1,700 acres. There are body of the tribe. A highly placed operative, to die.
several different parts to this reserva- who is a non-Indian member, flies in priWackenhut Special Services Teams,
tion. There is an underground, multi- vately from Wisconsin for every meeting to along with NSA officials, informed the
operational base on the property. The act as the group's parliamentarian.
Martinsburg Police Department that they
large Bingo Hall and its expanse of 50,000
A few months after Alvarez was voted would secretly conduct the investigation of
sq. ft. can be seen off the left side of out, he was shot, execution style, at point- Casolaro's death and the police were to
Highway 10 if headed toward Palm blank range, along with two non-Indian maintain this cover. Within three hours of
Springs from the West. Clearlyvisible off friends. The weapon was a .38 caliber the body being discovered and before next
Highway 111 is a huge Southern Califor- automatic. [H: Yes indeed, for you who of kin was notified, it was taken to a local
nia Edison power plant being developed seem to recognk this information-it funeral home and embalmed. This hap(a $150 million project). A $140 million has been shared with you prior to this pened while the corpse was in the custody
housing project near Avenue 52 on the writing--by our friend R. Renick. I t is and jurisdiction of the Martinsburg Police
reservation can also be seen. As it has good to see these things come together Department. Casolaro's hotel room was
for many years now, Wackenhut runs and in numbers-there is greater safety also industrially cleaned. Assisting in the
the security for the underground instal- and security for these daring writers.] cover-up, the Martinsburg Police Dept.
lation a t the Cabazon reservation. For a Although there were grand jury, state and assured concerned family and friends who
time, Wackenhut security personnel were federal investigations involving many lev- voiced their suspicions of a murder and not
even guarding the reservation meeting els for over 3-1/ 2 years, the case was never a suicide, that the crime scene was being
hall. The hall is a very small building solved and no suspects were ever named. protected and that no official finding rewhich was paid for by HUD in an interest- However, Dr. Nichols WAS convicted of the garding his death had been made.
ing use of funds.
Michael Riconosciuto is the next one on
'Murder for Hire Scheme" regarding the
the list. His wife Bobbi and their children
Dr. Nichols, as mentioned, was known murders of these three individuals.
Joseph 'Danny" Casolaro was the sec- are also in grave danger if Mr. Riconosciuto
a s a 'grantsman". His most recent grant
procurement was from HUD in the amount ond reporter involved with the INSLAW decides to talk.
of $500,000 to create a facility to encour- investigations to be murdered within a 30STOP QUOTING, THIS SEGMENT.
age other development in the area. Despite day period. On July 29, 1990, Mr. Anson
all the wealth that is being passed through Ng, a reporter for The Financial Times,was
* *
this micro-sized Indian reservation, the found murdered in Guatemala, although
grant was to be ostensibly used for estab- his death was ruled a suicide. A third
lishment of an off-track betting operation. reporter, Harry Ghouli (probably rnisA question which seems to come up
Incredibly, a n off-track betting facility had spelled) also with The Financial Times,has with this information is: 'Is it from
already existed for nearly two years when gone into hiding.
Russbachei and 'Can we trust it? What
the grant was given. HUD still granted the
On the night of his murder, Casolaro's do you mean? Go check it out for yourself
funds after a personal interest in the grant contact met with him in the parking lot of and what difference does it make from
was taken by Jack Kemp. The $500,000 the Sheraton Inn in Martinsburg, West where it comes-if it be truth?
'Well, we aren't yet too sure about
was given to Dr. Nichols' sons who cur- Virginia because Casolaro was afraid to go
to his hotel room. The contact was made Russbacher because he says he.. ..this and
rently run the Cabazon operations.
Former Senator James Abaresque was between the hour of 5:00 and 6:00 p.m., that." Forget that nonsense, readers, and
also involved with Dr. Nichols and acted as during which he was given 60 assorted enjoy the information and the knowing. I
his attorney. Abaresque was a member of documents, in part, proprietary informa- will, later, share a dedication written to his
the Senate Select Committee on Indian tion from a defense contractor involving a brother, by Russbacher, and you can do a
Affairs. He traveled to Iran in 1979-80 whistle-blowing operation of immense pro- little discerning for self-STOPTHE JUDGunder the direction of Ted Kennedy, sup- portions. At 6: 15 p.m., Casolaro tele- ING! JUDGEMENT, REMEMBER, IS LEFT
posedly to try to arrange release of the phoned his family to tell them he was on TO GOD AND SELF! WIPE YOUR OWN
hostages. He has very powerful connec- Interstate 81 in Pennsylvania and was NOSE BEFORE ATTENDING THAT OF ANtions in the Middle East-a personal rela- heading home for a family birthday cel- OTHER, PLEASE.
Let u s have a short break, please.
tionship with M a t , as well as anumber of ebration. And then, just like Dexter
Hdtonn to stand-by.
very highly placed Saudiofficialsand mem- Jacobsen in Sausalito, for an unknown
reason Casolaro pulled off of Interstate 81.
bers of the Saudi royal family.
31 19/93W3 HATONN
Mr. Casolaro had declined to take his
Dr. Nichols had many connections all
over the world with parliamentaxy officials, contact to his hotel room because he feared
CONTINUED QUOTING: (We will take
royal family members, and presidents, as the room was bugged. His body was found
well as Idi Amin. One of the Cabazon- by a hotel maid in his room. His clothes up where we left off-with Mr. Riconosciuto.)
Wackenhut ventures under the direction were found very neatly laid out on the bed.
COM- 12 BRIEFING
of Dr. Nichols was the development of an An open bottle of wine was on the bath(Activities
from 1980 to Present)
extremely high-tech and highly advanced room floor, yet NO alcohol was found in the
electronic as well as physical security net- body in the autopsy report. There were
work for the Saudi royal family, in particu- eight very deep slash wounds on his right
Charles McVay, involved in the Star
forearm (Casolarowas right-handed), and W a r s Software Scandal and the TOW Mislar, one Saudi Royal Palace.
An individual by the name of Fred four were on his left forearm. The autopsy sile deal with Iran, is the foremost techno-
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Getting back to the aforementioned
who were behind the last assassination
attempt on the Pope due to mind-control BBR&W of Honolulu, the next phase of the
operations used on the unwitting victim Black Fund's annihilating effect was to
(attempted assassin). This Black Fund heavily hit investors in the Northern Calinext surfaced in Honolulu at BBR&W forniaarea. Themoneyagaindisappeared.
(Bishop,Baldwin, Renwald & Wong) before The people that had invested in the general
partnership lost everything they had. The
it disappeared again.
Michael Riconosciuto is the son of U.S. Government refused to help them
Marshall Riconosciuto, a former business seek restitution. Renwald went to jail for a
partner of Richard Nixon. Marshall is a very short period of time. Renwald was
former long-time business associate and also avictim of "suicide"by slashed wrists,
very close friend of W. Patrick Moriarity. In but he managed to survive.
Anson Ng, the reporter who was killed
1985, Moriarity was sent to jail for bribing
in Guatemala, went there for two reasons.
government officials.
To illustrate their involvement, in 1984, He was attempting to trace the Black Fund,
Moriarity and Marshall Riconosciuto filed which now reappears with the BCCI incibankruptcy on a corporation they both dent. Also, he wished to make contact with
founded known as Pleasanton Properties. an eyewitness to the CIA triple execution at
Along with their personal attorney, Henry Rancho Mirage who happened to be a bag
Baer, they had purchased a 940-acre man for the money. This man was James
stretch of canyon land. Previously owned "Jimmy" Hughes who had fled to Guateby Sinbad 720 of Honolulu, the property mala when he learned that a contract or a
was a political front. Mr. Moriarity had sanction had been placed on him by the
obtained a loan of $1.3 million from Cali- family in charge of the Cabazon Indian
fornia-Canadian Bank based only upon Reservation, namely the John Peter Nichols
his signature. When he got into the finan- family. John Nichols father, Dr. John
cial difficulty with Pleasanton Properties, a Philip Nichols, was formerly involved in the
deal was struckwith the East Bay Regional hit of President Allende of Chili and was
Park District with a letter of credit. Subse- also an associate of G. Wayne Reader, a
quently, $1.6 million in profit was laun- CIA operative involved in the Silverado
dered through to Moriarity as he sat in Savings and Loan fiasco. along with the
prison. Bank of America is one of the CIA'S President's son, Neal Bush. G. Wayne
premierinstitutionsforBlackFundtransac- Reader and Neal Bush were also involved
tions and operations. This is especially with the now insolvent San Marino Savings
86 Loan. Reader was also the owner of the
true of the Vienna and Swiss branches.
The largest white heroin bust in history Palm Desert Golf and Country Club.
occurred in Hayward, California and is
Jimmy Hughes, the bag man for the
partial proof of the scale of the involve- money for the triple execution of Fred
ment. The Chang family was all arrested Alvarez and his friends, fled to Guatemala
and cars, homes, boats, and properties after a lawsuit was filed against him by G.
BLACK ROSE ORGANIZATION
were all seized by the DEA. However, no Wayne Reader alleging that Hughes had
one seized the warehouse in which the made an attempt on his life.
The Black Rose Organization originally drugs were found because the warehouse
An operative helped Jimmy Hughes,
funded the "Black World Order" with pro- was owned by Bedford Properties. Peter taking him into safety. This operative is
ceeds from two areas. One, in Southeast Bedford and his wife Kirsten are. also known also currently ill hiding. This individual is
Asia, is known as the Golden Triangle. The for Kemper Life Insurance out of Chicago. closely connected to the downfall of Sid
other area lies on the border of Iran and [Editor's note: Couldthis be the samefamily Shaw and Centennial Savings 86 Loan.
Iraq, and between Iran and Afghanistan George Greenspealcs of sofondly?l Despite This debacle resulted in the 'unexpected
and is known as the Golden Crescent. The the fact that everyone knows that new death" of Mr. Hanson and the brief but
drug-proceeds from these two areaswound federal law states that the DEA and the illustrious life of Beverly Haines. Beverly
up deposited in Nugen-Hand Bank in Aus- federal government immediately and auto- Haines had accrued many enemies, two of
tralia after Dr. Earl Brian carried the bank maticaliy seize &
A
property in and on whom were involved with the U.S. Justice
codes out of Southeast Asia using formal which illegal drugs are found, it was not Department. One was former U.S. Attordiplomatic immunity. In Australia count- done in this case.
ney Joseph Rucinello and the other was
less banks and persons were ruined when
Casolaro's phone conversations, which former Assistant U.S. Attorney Peter
two operatives by the names of Frank were being monitored by the intelligence Robinson. The Centennial Savings and
Nugen and Michael Hand went into action. team assigned to him, revealed that one Loan fiasco also links former CongressFrank Nugen was later "terminated" (listed week prior to his death he stated to close man Doug Bosco.
as suicide). Michael Hand fled Australia friends that, whereas he had always de[H: Now, you readers, please underwith all the money from this so-called nied any belief that the U.S. Government stand w h y Dharma might just be upassBlack Fund.
was involved in drug sales to support its ing out" right about n o w - b e c a u s e this
Hand is currently the most-wanted in- covert operations, he was suddenly CON- same bunch o f criminals right down
through the Municipal Court Judge just
dividual the Australian government has its VINCED IT WAS TRUE.
sights on. He is living in the Middle East
The House Judiciary is at this time in writing about her in the local p a p d
under the protection of an Islmic group by possession of documentation supplied by a part and parcel of this whole 88sERTC
the name of the "Gray Wolves" which is in Michael Riconosciuto which contains in- crime ring-whether or not he even
a strange way connected to the Black Rose. criminating evidence of some of these op- realizes as much.]
Interestingly enough, it is the Gray Wolves erations.
. Joseph Rucinello and Peter Robinson

bandit of the decade. McVay was set up in
1987 in an attempt to bring him back into
U.S. jurisdiction. Presentlyin ahospital in
Canada, he has won two cases of extradition against the U.S. and is about to be
involved in a third attempt by the U.S.
Justice Department. McVay also operated
as a deep immersion agent for the KGB
since the late 1960s. He is an associate of
Michael Riconosciuto. [H: No, readers,
this k NOT some science fiction or
James Bond intrigue--THIS IS TRUTH
AND THAT, IN ITSELF, IS WHAT MAKES
IT SO INCREDIBLY UNBELIEVABLE-AND YES, RIGHT HERE IN THE GOOD
OLD U.S.A. AND RIGHT IN YOUR OWN
G-0-V-E-R-N-M-E-N-TI]
Riconosciuto was a CIA operative who
wanted OUT of T h e Company". He contacted Mr. Hamilton of INSLAW in May of
1991 and fed the Hamiltons classified information on T h e Network" and its operations and how they had screwed INSLAW.
Riconosciuto called the Hamiltons from
pay phones-anonymou sly (or so he
thought). He was actually being watched
and tracked by a Special Intelligence Assignments Group. He soon realized his life
was in danger.
On March 2 1, he did what is called an
"Outing"by authoring and signing a statement which was COMPLETELY DEVASTATING to the U.S. Government. In the
document, he detailed that the U.S. Government, specifically the CIA, was using
Indian reservations as sovereign nations to
manufacture and produce arms of high
sophistication as well as general arms to
support the Nicaraguan Contra effort.
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In April of 1991, the House Judiciary
had filed a cornwith the Justice shared four bank accounts with John L.
Dept. in 1986 regarding the misconduct of Mullinari who ran for mayor of San Fran- Committee met with Riconosciutoin Washa man by the name of Charles Duck. Duck cisco in the last election. John Mullinari ington and afterward asked him for proof of
W a s bankrupt in 1968 and was later ap- and the Trioni Brothers managed to tie up his credibility by supplying them docupointed by Conley S. Brown, the now- all of Mr. Duck's assets. Mr. Rucinello is ments. Riconosciuto requested the docudeceased judge from Eureka, to become a fighting to keep from giving one dime of the ments in question from his attorney and
bankruptcy trustee. Mr. Duck is currently bond money to any victim. Their compa- asked that they be clearly marked 'Lawin the Sheridan Federal Prison in Sheridan, nies have successfully disallowed or tied yer-Client Privilege". By law, this is the
Oregon serving time for the largest em- up in litigation any repair to the bank- only type of mail which is completely exbezzlement by a bankruptcy trustee in ruptcy victims for the rape of their assets empt from search and seizure by any govU.S. history. His attorney is the aforemen- by Charles Duck. At this point the Justice ernment entity. When the documents were
was the Assis- Department had been hearing complaints received by the jail in which Riconosciuto
tioned Peter Robin~on~who
tant U.S. Attorney investigating Centen- from many hundreds of victims of the was incarcerated, jail officials admit they
opened the documents and then refused to
nial Savings & Loan. Robinson personally Savings 86 Loan Scandal for four years.
A woman by the name of Susan Uecher forward any of them to Riconosciuto. They
apologized to Beverly Haines for having to
convict her. But he also was appointed, in was the successor trustee in one bank- immediately contacted the NSA which sent
direct violation of the "Revolving Door ruptcy involving aman named Bill Connely. out a team to review the material. A s of
Policy", by Marilyn Hall Capell to represent Susan Uecher, on four separate declara- December 1, 1991, the NSA still refused to
one of the largest drug dealers from the tions and as a matter of court record, comment on when the documents would
Columbian Cartel. His client, Mr. Pasera, threatened the life of Bill Connely if he were be forwarded to Riconosciuto.
One of Riconosciuto's associates who
to set foot on his own property. The threat
received a 40-year sentence.
A reporter by the name of Virginia to his life was actuallyrecorded by awoman had managed to send him this material
McCullough contacted the Justice Depart- by the name of Betty Ann Bruno of KTVU had in the meantime contacted a couple of
ment to make inquiries and request an when she and her news crew accompanied attorneys. One of these attorneys was a
investigation as to why Peter Robinson had Connely to Oregon as he attempted to set very high-profile attorney by the name of
been assigned these investigations in di- foot on his own property. Susan Uecher is Dennis H. Eisman. Eisman, also known as
rect conflict with the 'Revolving Door also the successor trustee to Charles Duck the 'Fatal Vision Lawyer*, was the attorPolicy". She also wrote a letter to the in the Paul Sonowski Bankruptcy in which ney in the Jeffrey McDonald case. Eisman
House Judiciary at that time because she Dexter Jacobsen was the contingency at- was scheduled to come out to meet with a
third attorney and visit Riconosciuto at the
and her husband had met with members of torney suing.
There
was
one
individual
in
all
of
this
Pierce County Jail in order to represent
the Justice Department on August 15,
1989. At that time, they were told to cease who apparently was an honest man. He is him.
Wackenhut and the CIA became exand desist or it could get violent. Needless a U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee who was placed
to say, they were outraged.
there to 'clean house". His name is An- tremelyirateoverthisarrangement.Shortly
On August 30, Mrs. McCullough and thony Souza. When Mr. Souza tried to afterward, Eisman was found shot to death
her husband were returning to their home clean house, he was called back to Wash- in Philadelphia, from a single bullet to the
in Alameda County after stopping at a ington and was met by several CIA officers chest. Before the story of his death went
McDonald's to get dinner for the family. A s and Justice Department officials. He was public, the government issued an Associthey pulled into their isolated property, told that they didn't want things "quite ated Press report announcing that the
they witnessed a man run out of the back that clean". They then shut him down. Justice Department was going to bring
door. When he saw them, he ran back into They did this politically by removing his down indictmentsagainst Eisman and other
the house, which he had already set on fire, personal a s s i s t a n t ~ a s s i s t a n t she had named attorneys for money laundering
ran past her children and out another worked with very efficiently and well. This and dealings in narcotics. It could theredoor. At this point, a car abruptly pulled was also accomplished by putting moles fore be assumed, the story continued, that
up, the man jumped into the passenger into his office and eventually calling him Mr. Eisman had not been killed but rather,
side and the car sped off. The McCullough back to Washington and telling him to feeling cornered and quite despondent,
had killed himself in the basement of his
children were uninjured but the house did 'shut up".
burn completely due to its isolated locaIn court, Mr. Robinson, representing office's garage, sitting in his car.
tion. Mrs. McCullough filed complaints Duck, stated that his client had passed the
The indictmentswere phony-they never
with the Alameda Sheriff s Office, aswell as polygraph test when he denied misman- surfaced and no one has bothered to follow
writing letters to the U.S. Department of agement of funds. For the record, Judge up on this. Eisman had been scheduled to
Forestry (who extinguished the fire), the Souza said HE DID NOT. Although the fly to Seattle to meet with Riconosciuto the
U.S. Attorney and the FBI. Nothing was polygraph results were never resolved, Duck day after his death. Knowing this, the team
done regarding her complaints.
was sentenced to 2- 1/ 2 years and shortly searched for and removed Eisman's plane
tickets to Seattle as well as Riconosciuto's
Dexter Jacobsen, whose bodywas found after went to prison.
in August of 1989 in Sausalito, was invesThrough his sources, Casolaro had ob- docuaents.
At this point, Peter Videnieks of the
tigating corruption in the federal bank- tained the 'declaration" written and signed
ruptcy system and reporting back to the by Michael Riconosciuto. Riconosciuto, Justice Department, who had served as
FBI about it. He was found murdered through third parties, had managed to Contract Officer on INSLAW, threatened
under very strange circumstances. Among supply enough documentation to back up Riconosciuto. Videnieks told Riconosciuto
the many subjects of Jacobsen's investiga- some rather preposterous claims. After that if Riconosciuto were to continue to
tions was the aforementioned Charles reading the material, C a s o h o realized to cooperate with Jack Brooks (CongressDuck. The FBI only audited three of the what extent things really were involved. man), the House Judiciary and the INSLAW
1,500 cases of which Charles Duck had Casolaro had received 60 pages of whistle- people, he would be indicted along with his
control, because, as the bureau publicly blowing documentation on a major defense frierds from Los Angeles. One of these
stated, 'they didn't want to beat him over contractor. The material was'repossessed" friends Videnieks was referring to was Mr.
the head." The reason for this bizarre that night by the assignment team from Ferrante of Consolidated Savings 86 Loan.
There had been a n attempt on Mr.
reaction from the FBI was because Duck NSA and Wackenhut.
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Ferrante's life which was very nearly successful. In the first reports that he gave to
the police, Mr. Ferrante indicated that he
felt it had been an attempt by the Israeli
Mafia.
In tracing the $40 million that was paid
in the 'October Surprise", we come to Alan
Michael May.
By the way--one reason
some of our friends stay alive and better
off than others is that, in at least one
instance, the party was the "bank=" for
the money and carries the bank account
numbers ONLY IN HIS HEAD. huther,
he is known for lapses in memory, espetidy under pressare-so that the numibers are programmed to completely escape conscious recall.] May, a former
Nixon campaign financial aide, wired the
money to the Iranians in October of 1980
as adownpayment on the hostage deal. On
Wednesday, June 19, he died of an apparent heart attack despite the fact he was 50
years old and in perfect health. His death
occurred four days after the Napa Sentinel
reported his connection to the October
Surprise. On June 14, May told relatives
that he had been threatened and he knew
his life was in danger. In a phone conversation with Riconosciuto, May was recorded
telling Riconosciuto to "Sit on your fat
Italian ass and keep your mouth shut, or
we're all going to be dead."
In Alan May's case, his autopsy report
released on July 26 stated he died of pulmonary failure, with complications of diabetes. Also listed as a contributory cause
was poly-pharmaceuticals or many drugs
in his system. A cross reference with the
drugs that had been prescribed to him
brought to light the fact that these were not
the only pharmaceuticals found in his system.
In every one of these deaths there is one
common factor-the residence is broken
into, their computer banks are raided and
personal notes, diaries and files are confiscated. In the case of Dexter Jacobsen, two
days after his death his office was broken
into twice and his apartment once. In
Anson Ng's case, the ISA instructed the
Guatemalan government to retrieve the
floppy discs and his personal papers regarding his investigation. It did so and
turned them over to a U.S. intelligence
agency. In a press conference a few weeks
later, Senator Alan Cranston requested
that these items be returned but they have
not. After the killing of Alan May,
Riconosciuto was told that his wife and
children were in grave danger.
The 1981 government contract-hit of
Fred Alvarez and his friends occurred in
Rancho Mirage. Alvarez had been working
for the Nichols family, specifically, for the
senior Nichols in the security field. In
1985, Linda Streeter, Alvarez's sister, contacted 20/20 and managed to get Geraldo
Rivera and Barbara Walters to do an inves-
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tigative report on the situation. uunng medical equipment to be brought in.
Dr. Earl Brian never finished his meditheir report, Rivera and Walters detailed
the changes of the Indian laws which re- cal internship at Stanford University, quitsulted in the control of the reservations by ting a full quarter short of completing it.
'non-Indian" business managers. After Despite this, he went on to serve under
2 0/20 ' s report , Governor George then-governor Ronald Reagan. He identiDeukmejian reopened the investigation of fies himself as a neurosurgeon. This is a
falsehood since he never finished his inthe three murders for hire.
The man in charge of the investigation ternship, let alone residency. Dr. Brian
was a detective with the Riverside District was, however, a key Reagan aide and was
Attorney's office by the name of Gene Gil- heavily involved with the intelligence combert. A s a result of the investigation, it was munityand NavalIntelligence Prison's Mind
determined who had ordered the execution ControlPrograrns, (MK/ULTRA.Book: Jourand how much money was paid for the hit. ney Into Madness, by GordonThomas)most
However, the investigators were never able notably the abortive UCLA Center for the
to get an indictment handed down from the Study 86 Behavior ofviolent Behavior. Also
Grand Jury due to extreme pressure from to be considered is the fact that EACH of
the NSA through the Justice Department. the 24 members of the Cabazon Indian
During the investigation, when Detec- Tribe was sent during this time period to a
tive Gilbert made repeated requests to in- "clinic" for some type of psychological
terview Riconosciuto, they were always program for alcohol or drug treatment.
The Cabazon "business Committee" of
denied. Because Riconosciuto was being
prevented from seeing an attorney and which Alvarez was a member until his
therefore had no legal representation, he death, is very closely controlled by an
could not get or have access to his papers attorney by the name of Glen Feldman who
or files and was even denied access to a law resides in Phoenix, Arizona. Prior to this
library to defend himself. Thus, he decided position, Feldman was the business partner and law partner of the aforementioned
to work through people in the media.
At that particular time, the Justice De- Senator Abaresque from South Dakota,
partment shipped him out to the Bureau of who is now retired and in private practice.
Prisons facility in Springfield, Missouri for Senator Abaresque acted as a representaMental Competency Hearings. While in tive for both the Iraqi and the Iranian
Springfield, several of the media people governments. Abaresque and Feldman
who had become involved made arrange- also worked together to help draft the 1978
ments for Detective Gilbert to fly to Spring- revisions to the Bureau of Indian Affairs
field to finally obtain an interview with laws which have been so resented by the
Riconosciuto. When the NSA found out Indian communities of the nation.
Linda Streeter and the Indians who
about the proposed interview, they quickly
flew out a U.S. Attorney who stopped the have joined her cause to have her brother
interview after only 45 minutes and imme- and his friends' murders investigated have
diately had Riconosciuto flown back to now been officially labeled as dissidents by
Washington.
the Justice Department and the federal
The NSA and Wackenhut then proceeded government. The three Wackenhut secuto determine exactly what information had rity members involved in these Rancho
been discussed during that 45-minute pe- Mirage executions were themselves done
riod. What they found out tied the noose on away with in a Helicopter Crash which
Riconosciuto's life line. Riconosciuto had occurred on the Groom Range (Area 51)of
revealed which Wackenhut operative had Nellis AFB, Nevada.
acted as the primary triggerman in the
One ofcasolaro's contacts was an Alan
Alvarez murders.
David Standorf. Standorf was one of
Riconosciuto is now back in Tacoma, Casolaro's main suppliers of documents
Washington at Pierce County Jail. He is that directly exposed the government's
being held in solitary custody to prevent connection to Savings 86 Loan failures,
him from talking to anyone. [H: Please international drug smuggling, bank scanunderstand that we do not know WHEN dals, and Mafia ties. Standorf was emthis document was written so cannot ployed by the NSA and NRO in a very
verify accuracy of locations, etc.] He is restricted and sensitive Secret Communiin grave danger because the Bureau of cation Center. At the center he could listen
Prisons has repeatedly ignored and then to and intercept message traffic (crypt0 &
refused attempts by Riconosciuto family codex) from the intelligence community.
and friends to get him medical equipment
Casolaro and Standorf had set up a
needed to sustain his life. This is due to the Nerve Center for operations involving the
fact that he is very obese and suffers from duplication of sensitive documents. Highthe condition known-asSleepApneawhich speed Xerox commercial duplicating and
requires a machine to trigger breathing at collating machinery was installed in Room
night should the sufferer stop breathing. #900 of the Hilton Hotel in West Virginia to
The Pierce County jail authorities have provide Casolaro copies of all documents
repeatedly denied allowing this necessary and to allow $tandorfalocation and time to
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return the documents back to their origi- with Casolaro. Zokosky had previous deal- say you have read this and read that and
ings with the Cabazon Indians at the time thus and .olwould it not be mompLaunal storage files.
After Casolaro's murder, Standorfsbody the INSLAW software was being converted sibk to hear from someone WHO WAS
was foupd in the rear seat of his car, under for Canadian intelligence. He also knew THERE ZN PERSON, FLEW TWAT SR-71
luggage and personal it ems, a t about the manufacture of chemical and bio- W f i H BUSH IN THE COCKPIT (ON CAMWashington's National Airport. He died logical weapons for the Contras through the ERA)STOP TEtENKf-PICKZNGABOVT
It
joint venture of the Nichols family and the W H O KNEW WHA3VbAND -lIPb?
from a:massive blow to the head.
Riconosciuto, a primary electronics ex- Wackenhut Corp. Casolan, was in the pos- would certainly seem appropriate t o
pert for the U.S. intelligence community, session of documents which detailed such me. Yes indeed, there will be a book on
was arrested seven days after providing things as a bank in New England which has the matter by this author in point--but
Congress with testimony in the INSLAW $400 million in phony bearer bonds that are right now we have to settle for that
case. When his attorney Dennis Eisman being used for collateral because the bank's which is available and gfve our best
was to have picked up critical information money has been siphoned off. Other docu- efforts to security and safety.]
Navy Captain Gunther Russbacher was
in the casewhich was destined for Casolaro ments detailed another bank's multi-million
and Riconosciuto, he was found shot to dollar loans used to finance drug dealswhich the pilot who flew the specially converted
death. Some of the individuals and compa- were based on only a few thousand dollars of SR-7 1 carrying then Black Rose Chairman
George Bush, CIA Chief William Casey and
nies Casolaro was followingleads on at the collateral.
CIA operative Donald Gregg (among othtime of his death are: Dominic and Bob
ers). They met with Ali Akbar Hashemi
Balsano, Gemini Industries, The Papago
STOP QUOTING, THIS SEGMENT.
Rafsanjani (speaker of the Iranian ParliaIndian Tribe, the Menominee Indian Tribe,
*+*
ment), Mohamed Ali Rajai (future PresiThe Cabazon Indian Tribe, The Primerit
dent of Iran) and Manucher Ghorbanifor
Bank of Nevada, BCCI and 312 other reLet us take another short break as this (an Iranian arms dealer with connections
lated financial institutions, Dr. Earl Brian,
Peter Videnieks, Community Banking of segment is becoming too lengthy for a to Mossad). Since making allegations regarding the meetings in May of 1991,
Southern California, Home Savings and suitable "chapter". Thank you.
Russbacher has been in jail, convicted of a
Loan of Seattle, Theodore Strand, Robert
Booth Nichols, The Department of Com3/19/93#4 HATONN
charge of impersonating a U.S. Attorney.
He is currently being held at Terminal
merce, and the Wackenhut Corp.
Island (Federal Prison, CA). [H:This was
CONTINUATION OF QUOTING:
Casolaro was also investigating the links
true at the time of this originalwriting,
between the deaths of Indians and journalist Don Bolles who was killed in a car
COM- 12 BRIEFING
however, h e i s now being held in
Jefferson City, Missouri with added
explosion in Arizona in 1976. [H: I am
(Activitiesfrom 1980 to Present)
"State" charges.]
asked to herein note that this is "right
Michael Riconosciuto is currently in
THE PROMIS PROGRAM
on" and books with proof are: T h e Unjail awaiting trial on charges of 'condergrPund Empim b y James Mills and
T h e A r i z o n c t P r o j e c t by Michael
The PROMIS program which was stolen spiracy to sell drugsw. These charges
Wendland. I t must also be noted hem by the Justice Department was to act as a were concocted by the Justice Departthat Senators Mont#ga(NM)andGlen (AZ) Caseload Management Program for the ment to silence him until damage Con(and also one of the UXeatingFiven)hame department's massive caseload problems. trol Procedures are carried out. The
both been hnmhmd in the "r-tion"
Ed Meese's associate, the aforementioned charges were made one week after
situation.] (In 1980, a jury found John 'Dr." Earl Brian, was given control of Riconosciuto authored and signed his
Harvey Adamson guilty of first-degree mur- pirated versions of the PROMIS program by affidavit describing the operations, dong
der in the death of Bolles). Also being irves- Meese in order to sell it back to different with his personal involvement, of stealtigated by Casolaro was the gold & platinum U.S. government agencies for a very size- ing and modifying the pirated PROMIS
smuggling that came from Southeast Asia, able profit. Two U.S. courts have sided software. He detailed how Justice Dethrough Mexicoandthenthrough the Papago with INSLAW in their case against the partment employee, customs official,and
Indian Resexvation in New Mexico. This was Justice Department and awarded them an CIA operative Peter Videnieks threatdone through a "clearance corridor" which, $8 million judgement. However, a higher ened (over the phone) the lives of
due to an inter-agency agreement, the DEA court of appeal has overthrown the verdict, Riconosciuto's wife and children if he
declaring that it was not within the juris- proceeded with his public 'outing" of
refused to patrol.
the operation. Videnieks was a frequent
Another matter he was investigating was diction of the lower courts.
On
October
9,
the
case
was
added
to
the
guest
of the aforementioned John P.
the IBM/Tel-Aviv connection linking the use
of INSLAW'S PROMIS software to Israeli intel- workloadoftheUnited StatesSupremeCourt. Nichols (Tribal Manager) who was actuligence. Casolarowas also in touchwith Alan Earl Brian owns UP1 (United Press Interna- ally Riconosciu to's boss in several
Michael May, the bag man for the $40 million tional) and FNN (The Financial News Net- projects conducted on Cabazon Reserdownpayment made for the Iranian Hos- work). The awardingby Meese ofthe software vatic n land. The PROMIS software moditages. Casolam was also in contact with Bill pirating venture was a 'thank you" gift for fication was just one of these projects.
A s mentioned, the PROMIS software
Hamilton of INSLAW and was scheduled to Brian's role in arranging the October Surmeet with Videnieks and Brian at the ap- p r i e t h e conspiracy by the Reagan Admin- was modified to install a 'rear e n w or
p b t e time of his murder. He kept all six istration under the control and direction of "back door" (very important) which could
of his file folderswith his accumulated docu- Vice Presidential Candidate George Bush to then at a later time be accessed for use by
ments and information with him at all times. delay the release of the Iranian hostagesuntil the NSA or other U. S. intelligence groups,
or...the Black Rose. This accessing could
Just before his alleged meeting, he left the after the 1980 election.
be done without any of the prospective
files locked up at his home, tellingrelativeshe
'buyers" being aware of it, so that files or
NOW TO' RUSSBACHER AND
fdt they were safer there than traveling with
OCTOBER SURPRISE
information could be retrieved at will from
him. In a search of his house after his death,
NO documents were found.
any foreign country that the U.S. sold it to.
Just a point in passing to you who The pirated and moclfied software was
Peter Zokosb also had a close liaison
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then sold to over 90 countries as the operation known as 'Keys to the Kingdom" was
commenced. The countries included Iran,
Iraq, Syria and Libya. Riconosciuto's expertise with computers, electronics and
armaments was fully utilized.
The status of Indian Reservation land
as "sovereign" enabled CIA, NSA,
Wackenhut andelementsoforganizedcrime
to conduct business in a totally new wayout of the sight of any government overseers or Congressional or Senate snoops.
One project of the "Network'@
currently
underway on the Cabazon Reservation involves a joint venture with Southern California Edison Company. This "project"
will soon be generating electric power from
Bio-mass drawn from local waste outlets.
Biological Warfare projects are also under
way at Cabazon.
Advanced Warfare projects such as
"Pathogenic Virusesn(co-engineeredwith
Stormont Laboratories)are also being conducted at the Cabazon Reservation. Enhanced "Fuel-Air Explosive" weapons are
also being manufactured at Cabazon after
they were created and tested with the
assistance of Meridian Arms at the Nevada
Testing site. These weapons are so advanced they match the explosive power of
some nuclear weaponry.
This type of Advanced Weaponry gains
its power from polarizing the molecules in
the gas cloud by a modificatioil of the
electric field, a technology developed from
Thomas Townsend Brown's suppressed
work. Riconosciuto was one of the weap-
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rested for was in actuality an electro-hy- ecutive of Hughes Aircraft. He has been
drodynamic mining operation using used extensively as a private contract opTownsend Brown technology. Government erative for the CIA to act as a liaison agent
analysis of soil samples at the arrest site between the 'Enterprise" and organized
showed NO drug contamination but a high crime. This relationship began before the
concentration of barium. Barium is often assassination of John F. Kennedy. 7. Clint
Murchison, Dallas oilman.
used in high-voltage related work.
Wackenhut is presently in the same
Robert Nichols is one of the key men in
operational mode in several other areas of this group of individuals which holds and
the world. The 'Reservation Operations" controls an extremely powerful interest in
being carried out by the 'Enterprise" and the events of the New World Order. Mr.
the W.W.T. group are under the project Nichols himself, accordingto an admission
by Ex-Special Agent in Charge, FBI, Ted
name "Yellow Lodge".
The "Yellow Lodge" project involves the Gunderson (ret.), was solely responsible
infiltration and covert operations of Ad- for the removal of a 'sanctionn placed on
vanced Chemical, Biological and, in sorne Gunderson's life several years ago. It is no
cases, HAT Weapon development. These mystery as to why the pattern of hits (listed
activities, due to the sovereign status "suicides") continues with anyone daring
granted to Indian lands, can be carried out to challenge or probe too deeply into these
by private and covert operations without individuals and their affairs worldwide.
One of Casolaro's many mistakes was
answering to the legitimate arm of the U.S.
Government. This scenario is especially his sudden interest, shortly before his
true of the Jicarilla Apache lands, as well death, in the bombing of Pan Am Flight 103
as many other reservations in the Ameri- over Lockerbie, Scotland. Killed on board
can Southwest-the largest of these being the flight, among many others, were Ron
the umbra-classification base known as Laviviere, Bill Leyere and Dan O'ConnorD6 (DULCE)in the state of New Mexico. all CIA operatives from the Beirut station.
The INSLAW operation is one small Also killed was Matthew Gannon, the Chief
project developed and carried out under of Station, CIA, Beirut office. The Tomnto
the "Yellow Lodge" Project. It should also Star did a story by John Picton which was
be known that Bill Hamilton (of INSLAW) is right in every aspect.
The commander in charge of their team
an Ex-NSA operative. Therefore, one not
was a U.S. Army Intelligence officer by the
unfamiliar with black operations.
The individual known as 'Clark Gablen name of Charles McKee, one of the indiis in actuality the aforementioned Robert viduals in charge of counter-terrorist opBooth Nichols. Nichols has extensive con- erations in the Middle East. Part of the
nections in both the intelligence under- information that was in transit with these
onstechnicianswhoworkedwiththisweap- world and the underworld of organized now-deceased individuals was material
onry. He was familiar with it as he had crime with contacts in not only the U.S. which could be used to destroy the 'Enterworked with it previously at Lear in Reno, Mafia, but the Japanese "Yakuza" and prise". Included was the connection to the
Nevada. Lear's father worked on anti- everything in between. Mr. Nichols was Syrian Drug smuggling ring and the man
gravity engines. Riconosciuto worked for a one of Mr. Casolaro's sources ofinformation. by the name of Monzar Al-Kassar. Kassar
time on the Fuel-Air Explosive Weapons Nichols was and is a director of a company was deeply involved in the drugs and arms
with the aforementioned Gerald Bull of the known as FIDCO (First Intercontinental for hostages deal with Secord, North,
Space Research Corporation. Bull later Development Corporation). This is just Poindexter, Hakirn and all the others of the
became a n arms advisor to Saddam one of the 'front" companies established Black Rose Group.
Hussein. Hussein also now possesses the by the 'network'@.
McKee's operation uncovered an AquaFuel-Air Explosive technology. [H: See,
Robert Nichols' wife Ellen has extensive Tech group (CIA-Deep Cover Operatives)
oar little stories of capability during knowledge of her husband's involvements which was .actually the team the CIA emthat Gulf War were not as ufar-out"an and should be considered dangerous. She ployed to help provide cover protection,
they seemed at the time of mass denial is dedicated fully to the goals of their safe routing and screening procedures for
of our presentations.]
operations.
the Middle East drug-running operations.
Associated with Bob Nichols are such Part of their duties was to cover and deflect
The Leader of the House, Thomas Foley,
announced last month that a formal in- individuals as: 1. Sir Dennis Kendall, a interest from other intelligenceoffices from
quiry into the INSLAW case will be initi- former MI-6 operative from England now Europe and other countries, especially U.S.
ated. Foleyappointed SenatorTeny Sanford residing in Southern California. 2. George agencies and, in particular, another Deep
as co-chairman of the joint Congressional Pender, a very powerful individual with Cover Operation working somewherewithin
panel to investigate the matter. Prior to his extensive ties to an assortment of U.S.and the Oflice of Naval Intelligence.
The ON1 Group is working currently
election as a state senator, Sanford was the foreign intelligence agencies and the Miliattorney who represented Earl Brian in his tary Industrial Complex. Mr. Pender was a to topple the "Enterprise" and restore
1985 takeover bid for UPI. Sanford was former director of Burns and Roe, Inc. He the intelligence community to fall back
also instrumental in appointing Earl Brian is considered to be one of the most power- within the guidelines of their origbal
to the board of Duke Medical University of ful and influential men in the United States. intent. The moot pertinent of thelr
3. Peter Zokosky (mentionedpreviously),a motives is a salvage operation on the
which Sanford is President.
Riconosciuto is known in certain circles former boss of Nichols. 4. Kenneth Roe, U.S. Constitution and the prwention of
as a genius in almost all sciences. The so- president of Bums and Roe, Inc. 5. Glenn an erptreme right-wing, fascist wing
called drug operation broken up in Wash- Shockley. 6. Robert A Mayheu, former within the U.8. Government and intelliington State that lGeonOSeiW vma ar- U Q WHughes
~
a s m i a t e and Chief Ex- gence communities (knownto many as
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Aquarius or The Fourth Reich [Order of
Reset]) p:X
W
lcircle? so&d f d iar???]
'
West German Intelligence and Mossad
uncovered the fact thaca bomb had been

taa

.

Trial Offers Murky Peek
Into World Of Intrigue

p ~ a c e d o n ~ m d ~ a n ~ ~ l i ~ t l ~ 3 b y
detecting a different briefcase than the one
regularly used by the Drug Smuggler. A s
mentioned, McKee's team was on board
(Editor's note: Thefollowing Rot-of-the- testimony last week, Nichols presented
the same flight with key evidence which press story is reprinted in its entirety and acts himself as a dashing, globe-trotting busiwould be devastating to the 'Enterprise*. as confirmation to Commander Hatonn 'spre- nessman and intelligenceoperative. Armed
When the bomb information was relayed to sentation starting on page 15.)
with letters on White House stationeryand
the proper sources, the reporting agencies
snapshots of himself posing with foreign
&s Angeles Times
were ordired by the CIA Cover Operations
political and militmy dignitaries, Nichols
Group to *Disregardn.
Sunday, March 2 1, 1993
told jurors that he toiled quietly and selfSection A 3
The parameters of this operation reach
lessly for nearly two decades on behalf of
to the highest levels of many w ~ r l d
governshadowy CIA keepers in more than 30
ments. The Gander, Newfoundland crash
* test fin on^ Presentinghimself as a nations fromCentrat Americato Southeast
is also linked, aswell as the bombing of the CIA operatfps, a mystery man .pd.the Ash.
LAPI) for d-4 firlusmestthat he rays
Marine barracks in Beirut.
However, a far different portrait of
Tensions are growing daily between cast hfm hi.gum permit and millions of Nichols was painted by Assistant City Atmany levels of the intelligence community. dollars.
torney Robert Seeman, who is f e t i n g to
Sides are currently being taken. This
?3yHemy weinstein and Paul Feldman save the city from a major payout for
(Times StaffWriters)
document is only an outline-briefmg of an
damages,
A tale of international intrigue is unintricate and highly complicated scenario.
Advisories to follow.
foldingin a tiny Burbank courtroomwhere
a San Fernando Valley man is seeking
damages from the Los Angeles Police DesToP QUOTING.
partment for allegedly ruining a
***
multirnillion-dollardeal to sell a high-tech,
hand-held machine gun to foreign governThank you, son, for daring to share with ments.
While most police abuse cases center
your fellow-citizen that he might get informed. Ignorance is the worst kind of on beatings or bullets, the Burbank trial
tyranny. This system is massive and does focuses on the credibility of Robert Booth
not intend to be put down-YOU AS CITI- Nichols, a mysterious figure whose name
ZENS ARE GOING TO HAVE TO FACE fwst surfaced in alate 1980sFBI investigaFACTS AND THEN WORK WITHIN THE tion of alleged mob penetration into the
SYSTEM IF YOU ARE TO SURVIVE. IF entertainment industry.
Again, last year, his name surfaced in a
YOU KNOW THAT WHICH YOU DO-YOU
CAN DO SO--FIGHT THEM WITH THEIR House Judiciary Committee report on posOWN WEAPONRY AND THEY WILL SLAY sible malf'ce in the Justice Department
FOR ONE THING--Y OU duringthe Reagan era. The report alsolinked
Y OU-DEAD!
HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO IDEA OF WHAT Nichols to an abortedbusinessventure at the
KIND OF WEAPONS ARE AVAILABLE ON Cabazon Indian Reservation in Indio which,
THE FIRING LINE RIGHT NOW!
he said on the witness stand, dealt with the
I wish to make a bit of a statement on a rnanuf8ctm-e of machine guns to sell to the
very l d level which you MUST ATTEND. Nicaraguan C0nt.m.
By taking the city to court for false
When ones of our s t d were yesterday
arrest, Nichols, 50, could earn a
speaking with a Sheriff in Sacramentthe 'appointmentw for meeting had to be multimillion-doliar damage award. But
postponed a day. Why? Ekcause the the lawsuit, stemming from a 1986 inciPlaintiff Robert Booth Nichols
Sheriffs Department is undergoing emer- dent at The Palomino nightclub in North
gency and extensiveRIOTTRAIMNG. When HollywOOd, has also served to draw Nichols
with his wife, Ellen, outside the
asked %hat riots"? The response: Those out of the shadows and onto the witness
Burbank courthouse last week.
EXPEClEDin a couple of weeks at the end stand under oath for the fmt time.
Nichols says the Police D e p m e n t
of the Xing' bial." I believe you can finish
Seeking to portray Nichols as a phony,
caused
him to lose his concealed weapon
the story for selves.
Thank you, secretary, for a n unduly permit, which in turn cost him financing to Seeman got Nichols to admit on the stand
that he is not certain that the people who
long day of work. This is, however, most manufacture the machine gun.
Nichols,
who
served
as
a
technical
ad@d him for his 'intelligence work" were
important information for your insight. I
don't want any of our people-or any- viser on anti-terrorismand had a bit part in employed by the Central Intelligence
one-misunderstanding HOW SERIOUS the recent Hollywood blockbuster 'Under Agency. Seeman also sought to discredit
THIS TIME OF LIVING HAS BECOME TO Siege," is a mustachioed 6-foot, 3-inch Nichols' stature as an entfepreneur by
YOUR SAFETYAND TO YOUR NATION. man who is often described as a Clark drawing out testimony that ~icholshas
BE WISE IN ALL UNDERTAKINGS-DEAD Gable look-alike. Beyond that, opinions never sold a gun nor made a penny of profit
from his firms' business ventures.
MARTYRS ARE USELESS TO ALL SAVE about him sharply diverge.
A CIA spokesman, in a telephone interDuring four days of frequently heated
THE ENEMY.
Good day.
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view, would not comment on whether
Nichols was employed or affiliated with the
agency
Nichols came under suspicion by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation of international money laundering in 1978, according to a 1987 federal court wiretapping
affidavit.
The affidavit, prepared by FBI
Agent Thomas G. Gates, states that 'FBI
investigative filesfurther reveal that Nichols
may have been associated with the
Gambino LCN (organized crime) family in
New York City."
Nichols has never been indicted and
has sued Gates for defamation. But his
lawsuit has been dismissed twice in federal
court.
More recently, Nichols became the subject of public scrutiny in the wake of the
mysterious August, 1991, death of Washington investigative reporter Danny
Casolaro.
A House Judiciary Committee report
released in September said Nichols had
frequent contact with Casolarojust before
the journalist, who was probing a web of
conspiracies ranging from the Iran-Contra
affair to alleged Justice Department skulduggery, was found with his wrists slashed
in a West Virginia motel room.
The report, titled, T h e INSLAW Affair,"
said the Justice Department had failed to
adequately investigate charges that highlevel officials had stolen and misused a
private firm's sophisticated computer software designed to help track criminals. The
report also called for further investigation
into Casolaro's death, which was declared
a suicide by West Virginia officials.
Nichols acknowledged to committee investigators that he had spoken to Casolaro
often and served as a sounding board for
him, but would not provide a sworn statement to the House committee.
There has been no discussion about the
INSLAW case or Casolaro in the Burbank
courtroom. But in four days of testimony,
Nichols has provided a colorful, complex
and often conflicting portrait of his past.
The trial,which enters its second week
of testimony Monday, stems from a 1986
incident in which Nichols, armed with a
concealed pistol, was taken into custody
by Los Angeles police at The Palomino. *Nichols said he and his brother-in-law,
James Hopko, had stopped by the club
after a business meeting on the production
of machine guns. While seated at the bar
and later at a table, Nichols said he drank
two bottles of beer and caused no trouble
before LAPD officers, responding to a complaint of a disturbance, burst into the
crowded room.
Without warning, Nichols tesmied, he
was flung to the ground and two revolvers
were pointed
at his head. Nichols, who was
'
a concealed weapons permit from
-CWa
sbcria~~s
Depart-

ment, wasdisarmed, handcuffed and trans- was wending its way toward the courtroon~
ported to the North Hollywood LAPD sta- of SuperiorCourtJudgeThomasC. Murphy,
the FBI bumped into Nichols during an
tion.
While in the police squad car, Nichols aborted investigation into alleged mob insaid he asked Officers Keith Wong and filtration of Hollywood.
Gates' wiretapping affidavit states that
Israel Medina to loosen his handcuffs. In
during a July 15, 1987, stakeout on the
response, 'they said they'd blow my fhead off," Nichols testified. The officers Sunset Strip,agents saw Eugene Giaquinto,
also threatened to shoot him, he told ju- then president of MCA Inc.'s Home Video
rors, when he insisted that his weapons Division, who was under investigation,
hand a box to an unidentified man-later
permit was valid.
Nichols, who has lived in Arleta and identified as Nichols.
Appended to Gates' affidavit was an
Sherman Oaks in recent years, was released from custody after several hours Oct. 8, 1987, document stating that the
and never charged. His concealed weap- FBI was investigating whether Giaquinto,
ons permit was revoked by Santa Clara Nichols and others were 'buying and-or
officials after they received a report of the selling stocks by the use of manipulative or
deceptive practices."
incident from the Police Department.
In 1988, after reports of the FBI's HollyNichols' suit charges that the loss of the
permit led to a withdrawal of Swiss financ- wood investigation surfaced, Giaquinto
ing for his firm, Meridian Arms Corp., to resigned from the board of the Nicholsmanufacture a new machine gun in South controlled Meridian International LogisKorea.
tics Inc. MCA subsequently placed
According to Nichols' court papers, the Giaquinto on leave of absence and he later
low-cost lightweight weapon, known as the left the company.
Giaquinto was never charged with a
G-77, was developed in 1977 in a Covina
machine shop and was designed for use by crime.
Giaquinto introduced Nichols to Jack
U.S. allies 'as an economical method of
respondingto Soviet efforts at arming their Valenti, president of the Motion Picture
Association of America, and suggested that
various insurgent clients."
Nichols toldjurors he demonstrated the Nichols could help the industry in its efG-77 first in Manila in 1977, and again in forts to combat piracy abroad.
In a telephone interview from Washmgthe early 1980s at the Cabazon Indian
Reservation. There, he said, leaders of the ton last week, Valenti said that he met with
tiny Indian band, in a joint venture with Giaquinto and Nichols for about 20 mir!.Wackenhut Corp., proposed manufactur- Utes in his room at the Beverly Hills Hotel.
ing the weapon for shipment to Nicaragua 'Nichols said he was part of the CIA, that
to arm the Contras.
he had done all this work in Asia," Valenti
However, the proposed business deal, said.
which was briefly referred to in the INSLAW
But Valenti did not hire him.
'My instinct was I didn't feel cornfortreport, fell through because State Department written approvals for exporting the able about some of the things he was
weapon could not be obtained, Nichols saying," Valenti said. When a fellow tells
said.
you a lot of things are top secret...well I
To buttress his client's credibility as a know a lot about the CIA from my time in
businessman, Nichols' lawyer introduced the WhSte House" as a special assistant to
in court a flood of paper indicating that he President Lyndon B. Johnson.
had worked on numerous ventures with
In June, 1989, Nichols went on the
prominent individuals. They included Rob- offensive against the FBI.
ertA. Maheu,HowardHughes'former~t~ -- On behalf of his company, Meridian
hand man; Michael A. M c M u s ; Waide International, he fded an $11-million damto President Ron@ bur an; Clint W. age suit alleging that Gates libeled the
Murchipn, then ihe owner of the Dallas company and illegally interfered with po&*l5oys, and George K. Pender, an execu- tential business ventures. The suit alleges
tive with a world-wide engineering corn- that Gates made slanderous statements tc
Australian law enforcement accusing Me
PanY*
Nichols testified about discussions he ridian and its officers of involvement witb
had with a White House aide on the re- organized crime and a stock swindle.
U.S. District Judge Richard Gadbois in
building of Lebanon while he was affdiated
with Meridian's predecessor firm, Santa Los Angeles dismissed the case. twice.
Monica-based First intercontinental De- Nichols is appealing the ruling.
velopment Corp. That firm supposedly
In the current case, the most intriguing
specialized in secret foreign construction testimony last week concerned Nichols'
projects for the U.S. government.
claims of taking part in intelligencegatherOn cross-examhtion, however, Nichols ing.
Nichols cited a plethora of details aboui
admitted that his f m never completed a
deal to sell a single G-77 or other products. decade-old meetings with leaders of Third
While Nichols' suit against the police World nations and aides of Reagan. But
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time and again, he swore he had no recollection of how much he was paid for his
intelligenceor the names of those he worked
fbr.
Nichols testified that he had no visible
income for more than 15 years except for
the liiring expenses he claimed he was
receiving from his unnamed CIA keepers.
The Los Angeles native, who has used
the aliases Robert Summers and Robert
Chabray, said he was first approached by
a CIA officer while living in Hawaii in the
late 1960s. Nichols testified that he could
recall only the man's first nameKenand that Ken told him that instead of
joining the U.S. military, he could serve his
country in other ways.
Nichols said his first assignment was to
'associate with a foreign female in Honolulu" for two days. Ken then instructed
him to take a job with a Hawaiian security
firm and later to move to Glendale to operate a construction company. Nichols testified that he was paid no money by either
firm, living instead on funds provided by
Ken.

Nichols said that he "participated in
gathering information" for Ken and his
associates until 1986 in nations including
Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, Thailand, India,
Japan, Mexico, Costa Rica, Haiti, Norway
and France.
The work, Nichols claimed, was dangerous. He said in 1972 he was stabbed in the
left liand in Australia. In a mission to
remote regions of Cameroon, Nichols said
he was shot in the left leg after gathering
intelligence on sawmills.
Seeman repeatedly objected to Nichols'
vague answers concerning his employers
and payments. Seeman asked: 'Are you
sure the CIA was paying you all these
years?"
Nichols replied: "I'm not sure, no."
A s in the courtroom, widely contrasting
views about Nichols persist elsewhere.
INSLAW owner William Hamilton said
that he had dozens of conversations with
Nichols and' considered him "extremely
knowledgeable" on intelligence matters.
"I have not found that he overstates
things to you," Hamilton said.

The first w e he spoke to Nichols in
May, 1990, Hamilton said, Nichols discussed the FBI allegationsof his ties to the
Gambino family and denied them. 'His
suggestion was that [government] agents
were out to get him because he had stopped
working for them," he said.
Soon after, Hamilton said, he introduced Casolaro to Nichols. Hamilton said
that Casolaro learned during his reporting
that "Nichols had contact with intelligence
agencies in 80 countries."
But Maheu, aformer FBI agentwho also
worked with the CIA, presented a very
different view.
Maheu said he first met Nichols while he
was serving on the board of First Intercontinental Development Corp. "He told me he
had access to funds, pmsumably limitless,
and he was going to make it available to me
to take back my position ...in the Hughes
empire.
"But after one session with him[Nichols],
it was obvious to me he had no knowledge at
all of the Hughes world," Maheu said. "My
reaction is he is a 14-carat phony." 0

Earth Changes & People Changes:

Listen To Your Inner Guidance
3120193

SOLTEC

(Editor's note: Please see the update on
the upcoming W progmrn about notably
arxzlmteearthchangesseerGordon-Mchael
Scallion at the end of Soltec's writing.)
Good evening, Soltec present, in the
Light of Holy God. This day you who live in
the Northern Hemisphere of your globe
celebrate the beginning of spring, the season which represents to you the renewal of
life. So let us then, this day, keep in our
hearts that Energy of Creation which is the
true renewal of all life, in all realms. That
Force of Creative Energy comes only from
the Divine Source, that which you have
called God. Asyou open yourwindowsand
doors and watch as the trees and flowers
burst forthwith another season of life, take
the time to contemplate that which is the
First Cause. It is good to bring all things
into their proper order of perspective.
Marvel at the new beginnings of life for, in
so doing, you shall find God.
It would seem necessary, at this time, to
again address a subject that has been gone
over several times in many of our previous
communications but somehow the point of
which has not been understood by many of
you who are regular readers. Perhaps,
from our place of expression we do not

always convey the proper emphasis and,
because we are so concerned with giving
you the pure factsand figures of things, we
have neglected to bring the point of our
teaching full circle and bring a broader
scope of understanding unto you ones.
Also, due to the fact that you are in a very
physical level of existence, it becomes all
the more important to continue to remind
you ones of your true nature-that being
spirit entities. For it is in the spirit entity
of all where The Tnrth shall be found.
Many are concerned about where to go
and what to do when all the Earth Changes
take place. And, although this is a very
valid concern, it is more important that
each one begin to follow his-herown heart.
You see, it is not our place to tell each one
where the best place to be shall be, for each
individual has an individual need. Those
needs can only be determined by the one
who is posing the question, not by anyone
else. It is important that you understand
that just because a place is mentioned or
not mentioned by myself or others of the
Host, does not confirmnor negate the place
foryou. The only way you are going to know
that which is the correct thing for self is to
go within and find that answer from God.
We bring unto your world the truthful
informationthat is lacking from your place

of existence. Your world is a very large
place, and it would be quite impractical to
map out the entire globe for you. The
information we bring is, at best, general in
nature for the benefit of all those who exist
upon your placement, and in the dissemination of this information,you are to make
your own decisions.
N.Z. from Seattle, Washington has written a very lovely communication and is
most concerned regarding relocation of
family in anticipationof the Earth Changes
that are forthcoming. You have done a lot
of homework, precious one, yet I would
suggest that you go within and find that
which is in your heart. Understand, please,
that just because I neglected to mention
any certain area does not mean that this
area is going to either be good or bad in
relative terms. Places which rest upon
granite pillars ate very solid, yet I would tell
you also that just because the land is
attached to such does not automatically
make it a place of safety. Many places such
as this are going to experience severe seismic activity, even though the place is mostly
solid. A s other areas around this granite
structure give way, YOU could be shaken
quite severely as well. YOU should know
that there are many other factors which
must be taken into consideration, one of
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which is climate. If you should fmd your- sure, the unseen than the seen. In other director ofydur own destinYandthe choices
self in a state of survival, severe winter words, Chelas, you are learning FAITH. must be your own. Many of you are being
conditions should be added into the for- You must trust that the ground is solid guided but you have not come to the conmula. This is but one example, precious. where you step, though you cannot see the scious realization of such as of yet. Stop
You see, for each there will be a different ground beneath your feet. And, as you considering only the physical existence,
need and each of you, if you were to go begin to understand the teachings bmught the physical aspects of life. Take into
within and truly seek God on the matter, to you by Germain-the teachings about consideration the whole of your existence,
would receive the answers for which you that which is illusion and that which is ofwhich the physical body is but one-third.
search. You may not like that which you reality-you willgrow ingreaterand greater Many of you are beginning to see signs in
are shown or told and, therefore, many of understanding until such time as the un- everything from the pattern of dust on your
coffee table to the dead battery in the car
you will ignore it and continue to ask, derstanding becomes the knowing.
Understanding comes through the and are being pulled off your track. Focus
hoping that the answerwill be more toyour
liking the next time. God does not work in physical mind. Knowing comes through and re-center yourselves and bring all
this manner, Chelas. God will give you the the whole being-body, mind and spirit. things back into their proper order of pritruth to the questions you pose, not paint When understanding breaks through and ority and perspective. Take time to mediyou a rosy picture and promise that which permeates all the levels of your expression, tate upon your concerns and decisions and
cannot be delivered. You have been pro- then you come into the knowing. At this allow all factors to be taken into considergrammed by your world not to recognize point there will be no one, be they of ation. You will come to the right decision
the truth and to reject same. Also, in your Heaven or of Earth,who will change your for yourself.
conscious mind you may not have full knowing-that, dear ones, is true BELIEF.
Leave the worry outside, for worry is but
understanding of why you would be led to The method by which you learn best in this wasted energy, sent out to scatter to the
a certain place and, in fact, it may seem like expression is by experience; therefore, you four winds. Many of you are also going in
the most illogical place you could be. Yet, must experience many things, both pleas- circles so fast that you are going nowhere.
you have, in your level of expression, avery ant and unpleasant by your standards, Slow down and examine where you might
limited perspective of all that is, and that before you can make judgments and have be and where you wish to go. Most spend
which will be, and the reasons for it, so you data upon which to base your understand- an enormous amount of time 'spinning
ing. A s you continue to progress closer to your wheels", doing things which are of
may be perplexed as to the why of it.
Yes, Tehachapi does rest upon one of the end of this cycle of time, the lessons are total unnecessity or of complete waste.
those granite pillars, yet it is not the place coming at you ones faster and faster be- You must learn to bring yourselves back to
for everyone to be for there are other factors cause you are in the final semester of your center because, as you move fornard, it
which make it suitable for some and most schooling and the reviews and final exarni- will become increasingly more dificult to
unsuitable for others. This area will be nations are in full swing. That is why you sort out all that will be occurring about
'pushed upwardn but, in that pushing, do not have the opportunity to finish one you. It is now the time of sorting, and part
there are going to be many strong earth- thing before another seems to hit you. of that task will be for each to sort out all
quakes and much tidal activity from the Have we not repeatedly told you that you that is in their lives and select those things
action so, even though it rests upon one of are in.the most important time of your which truly are the priorities for, if you do
these granite pillars, it is in foravery rough history? It is important because this is the not do this, you will find your energies
ride, indeed. Most structures will not time of your graduation.
more and more scattered until you are
sunrive the energy that will be released
We are as concerned about your physi- completely off the track and running hither
during that action. There are other rea- cal survival as you are; however, we are and yon, and lost as lambs.
On the physical Earth Changes level
sons why Tehachapi is not the place for all more concerned about your spiritual surto be, but we shall not go into that at this vival. For the body is replaceablethe you have many occurrences taking place
time.
spirit is not. The emphasis shouLd be all about you though, at this time, many
Other places may be very low lying uponyourspzritualconditbn for, vyou are yet in the realm of the unseen fromyour
areas that will receive severe flooding,other get thk in line, Ulenthe physical c o d € - point of experience. Many are experiencplaces will literally crack open in seismic tLon d l 2 necessdLy folZow suft. The ing strange sounds inside the head, the
activity. Other placeswill be relatively safe. outward manifestation of body is but the sensation of vibrationsjust below the level
There are no magic formulas for the figur- physical expression of your spirit, and all of audible sound, bouts of nausea and the
ing of these things, Chelas, for these things that you experience is but manifestation of like. Relax, for you are not physically ill;
are still very unpredictable at best. You the inner spirit. In other words, you each you are simply in a state of sensitivity to
simply must go within and ask of God and have created your own 'reality" in this those subtle changes in frequencies that
then truly listen for the answer.
existence in order to learn that which you precede major planetary changes, as well
We realize that you are growingweary of were lacking in your knowledge. All others as the shenanigans your elite are pulling.
the waiting, and many of you would rather on your planet with you are doing the The underground machinery is working
that the whole thing just come to its undo- same. It is no accident for God does night and day at a feverish level as they try
ing. It is most understandable, yet the nothing by accident. All things must come to complete their secret hiding places prior
lessons must be learned and the only way to afinal climax, then will come the cleans- to the beginning of the changes which, by
that you ones are going to learn these ing and then, and only then, will your world the way, they believe to be just around the
lessons is in the experiencing. I t may seem take its step upward. Those that choose to comer.
to you that you have had about all that you see it through and follow God will take their
Many are also reporting that they are
can handle, but I assure you this is not the rightful place on the newly created world. extremely irritable and quick to lose temcase. Each of you has strengths that you Those that choose not God, will not. It is an pers. This is the mental and emotional
have not yet tapped into and you will individual choice-one made onlv by you. reaction to the fluctuating frequencies as
To those who wonder whether they are well. I tell you that you are in a time of
surprise even selves when you find the
need to draw upon those strengths which on the right track or not, I can only tell you tribulation and each is being affected in
lie deep within. This too is part of those this: You must follow your own hearts. The one way or another. The flaresof irritability
lessons. You will, as you grow, get to the right track for you can only be determined are the cause of all the outbreaks of vioplace wherein you trust, in greater mea- by you and no one else. You are the lence that you hear about on a daily ba-
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s i m h i l d r e n killing their parents, parents warm and warm when it should be cold. It it on its way..
committing unspeakable crimes against is all upside down and still the momentum
Soltec to clear. Salu.
their offspring, brother killing brother, one continues to build which will lead to even
(Editor's note:
Not so fast,
race killing another-and on and on and greater changes in the future.
er#ryone...don't lear# the arbpk
on.
The road is paved leading to the climax A d i n g to this weeps TV GUIDE,that
Still, others are reporting the inability of the Earth Changes and you are well past s p e d n 2 f o c u s o n ~ e a r t h
to focus on any one subject for any length the point of no return so just hold on tight Gtnvhn-MichclelScanbn,
whichuxzsmenof time. Just another reaction to all the and ride out the storm. Keep,yourperspec- tbned two weeks ago in SOW
cohunn
S
changes that are occurring about you and, tive and stay on track with your priorities. - c o m + z g q P = m ~ f L & m @ ~ o n
sadly, there is no where on your planet that Remember that which is important and
~pr~grraunsJ%h-f~*~~
you are able to escape these kinds of at- that which isjust so much fluff. Keep your e w d n g , ~ h 2 6 , u a r a Z @ a t 9 P MC. h k
tacks.
mind and heart with Creator and know y
o
t
r
r
~
~
A s the frequencies change, and as the that at the end of the dark tunnel is the watch...ortupeitfw them Thisisoneof
consciousness of the people is affected, so Light of a brand new day. Together, we t h e n t o s t ~ ~ ~ h o s e e s t
too is the planet for, as you will remember, shall make it to that place.
n e X t B I 0 C a u f ~
all things are connected to all other things,
Let u s draw this one to a close and get ingbyMkfg9. I h s c k l e ~ p u r ~ ~
and you and your planet are,connected.
Therefore, your reactions are affecting the
planet and the planet's reactions are affectingyou. You a m in the loop, Nke it or
not,and the speed is rapidly incmcrsing. A s the speed increases, the consciousness of the -people is affected even
more, and the planet is affected more, and
(Continued from page I )
so it goes.
The tectonic platesare moving and grind- been set-up and stolen from in great MISS I 0 N IS N 0 DIFFERENT AND
ing against one another, and pulling apart amounts--can continue as is. The USSP PROJECTS HAVE ONLY GROWNfrom others, and the molten core of your has filed a new amended suit against all, ALONG WITH THE FIELDS OF SPELT
planet is changing its balance and posi- including "Hatonn" who THEY SAY is AND STORAGE FACILITIES. THE
tion. You who reside on the surface are on non-existent! This is for multi-millions PROJECT PROPOSALS FOR THE FIRST
the move and pulling apart and grinding of dollars in 'damages". They know MAJOR PROJECT BUSINESSES ARE
against one another, and your balance is exactly what they have been and are READY AND APPROVED FOR FUNDchanging. Magma pressures are building doing-George Green has even agreed to ING--W E ARE A LONG, LONG WAY
within volcanoes, ready to explode, and pay them some $45,000 in the "legaln DOWN THAT ROAD TO SUCCESS IN OUR
TASK AT HAND.
tempers are building in people, ready to arena.
This means that we MUST retrieve all
ANYONE WHO WAIVERS AS TO
explode. Do you see how it all ties in
together?
gold and assets for you precious ones WHETHERORNOTGODWILLWIIU-ISCERYou see, dear ones, the changes are who sent gifts and they fell into the TAINLY NOT WITH THIS PROGRAM--GOD
underway-you are experiencing them al- hands of Green secretly. If you still wish DOES NOT LOSE EVEN IFINTHE INSI'ANTready, although you have not been able to to participate with US-there is now (for lTAPPEARSSO! SOMETIMESTOTAL'LOSS"
recognize the changes because they have, some time, actually) a "foundationn set IS THE VERY THING THAT ALLOWS FOR
up. to this time, been on the level of the u p for receiving. This is tax-deductible THE TOTAL "WIN". PONDER XT.
unseen. However, they will not remain on as a foundation and can also work in
Note what is taking place in Russia
this level for very long because the energy conjunction, I suppose, with other enti- today, the stopping of your shuttle flight
is building and pushing outward and is on ties. At this point, however, the Institute and responses coming out of the pupthe brink of manifesting into the physical has been hurt so badly as to stop all pets' mouths in Washington-and you
realm. Once this occurs, then you will see activity in that institution until matters can see what a miserable period of time
you are experiencing.
the massive seismic and volcanic activity can be audited and settled.
which all are associating with the Earth
I can only suggest you ones KEEP UP
Mr. Green has already told Mr. Dixon
Changes. It is most dimcult to see the that he fully intends to do everything he WITH YOUR INTAKE OF GAIANDRIANA
changes as being underway at this time, can to force the Institute into involun- AND NEXT 'CONTACT " WILL BETTER
but 'tune in" to the subtleties that are tary bankruptcy. That, dear friends, will PRESENTTHE 'WHY"-YOU CAN MAKE
taking place-the frequency changes, the destroy all hope of participants getting IT THROUGH THIS NIGHTMARE--BUT
low, almost inaudible sounds, theirritabil- return of funds or gold collateral. The 'YOUn WILL DO-NOT 'ME" AND NOT
ity and the like and soon you will see that Corporation laws will not allow that to ANYONE ELSE.
W E SHALL USE THE TELEPHONE
these are but the forerunners to the physi- happen so all the threats from ones decal manifestation of the changes that you manding to get their own back with in- HOTLINE [see backpage] TO KEEP YOU
are anticipating. It is very near to that terest and gain-can do whatever they PO STED-AND
IF A L L GOES APbreak-through point at this time, and more wish with their lawyers-for the corpora- PROPRIATELY WE WON'T MISS AN ISand more people are beginning to feel and tion is sound and legal fees will be col- SUE OF INFORMATION DURING THIS
react to the effects, though they may not lected from participants who press such FUNERAL PROCESS-HOWEVER, WE
understand what is occurring.
demands. I CAN GUARANTEE YOU OF ASKYOUR PATIENCE FOR MANY, MANY
The strange weather patterns that you ONE THING--THE ONLYPARTIES WHO CHANGES AND ARRANGEMENTS HAVE
have been having are also aprelude to even WILL GET A DIME-ARE THE ATTOR- TO BE MADE IN A MATTER OF HOURSmore massive weather changes to come. NEYS!
WE ARE NOT GIVEN TO PRIVILEGE OF
There will be more storms and more rain in
NOTHING HAS CHANGED IN THIS TIME-DELAY LEVERAGED BUY-OUTSthe dry places, and no rain in the wet MISSION-NOT ONE IOTA. I AM EX- WE HAVETO LIVE WITHTHE MACHINE
places. It will be cold when it should be ACTLY WHO I SAID I WAS AND AM! THE GUN METHOD OF DECISION MAKING.

*
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are contmdors to a corporation.)

Nevada Corporations
CORPORATE BUSINESS EXPENSES

deduct educational expenses for employees as
long as the education isjob related. Thiswould
include collegecourses,business pmgmns and
any related seminars. Why not hire a son or
daughter about to entercollege, to work foryou
corporation, and have your business pay for
their school? (As long as that education would
benefit the corporation, it is considered a legitimate business expense.)

Keeping these corporate expenses in mind,
md-e,,,bfidnsmmtioned
above, you will have a much better understanding of just how to properly manage the tax
potential ofyour corporation's mmues. Needlessto say, thm is much latitude forjudicious
tax ssrvingsby the legalyet &l.W and informed
u t h a t h of a corporate business s t r u m .
Please understand that Corpomte Advisors
are not CPAs, n o r m they in the businessofTax
Consulting. This article is written fbr informtional and illustrative purposes o w . Any spe
cifictaxquestions that you mayshould be
taken up with a qualified and eqmkmced Tax
Profdona1 who is compe!tent in Corporate
T d m matters.

In managing an active corporation, it is
important to be hmibrwith all the aspectsof a
corporation's functioning. Part of those mana&$ment respona'bilitiesare being familiarwith
business expenses. Thismeansunderstanding
which expenses are deductible
corpomtion
. . . .to ayourselfwith
and which arenot. Byall legal business expenses, you can dmnati* EmHealth Insurance
cally neduce your corporate taxes and receive
more personal tax-free perks. Below we am
* EmDental Insurance
listing business expenses that we feel are noteworthy, plus those expenses that could be
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT NE*
M
o
n
i
e
s
G
h
n
TO
Qr;tallfled
NOP-ROW
VADA
CORPORATIONS, CORPORATE RESIconsidered perks or fringe benefits.
Before we begin, we would like to recom- BushThis use of funds is how the DENT AGENT SERVICES AND PRIVATE MAIL
mend, to each corpomte manager, that they RockefellerCorpomtions~~pprttheirownNon-SERVICES CALL CORPORATE ADVlSORS
q u i r e IRS Publications: 535 on "Business Profit Oqpnimtions, which in turn go and do CORPOR4TIONAT (702) 877-3197 O R m E
l3cpenses", 529 on "MiscellaneousExpenses", business with those same Rockefeller Corpora- TO THEM AT POST OFFICE BOX 27740, LAS
542 on Tax Information", and 1120 called tions. This allows them to float profitsthrough VEGAS, NV89 126. ASKFORCOKI'CHRISIIE.
FOR GENERALBACKGROUNDINFORMAW.S. Corporation Income Tax Package".AU of these organizationsyear afteryearwithout payTION ABOUT PRIVACY, THE VALUE OF NEthese publications can be obtained either by ing taxes on those profits.
VADA CORPORATIONS, THE MASSIVE D E
going in person to your local IRS office or can be
mailed to you fke by calling 1-800-TAX-FORM. * State Income T ~ KIf:a corporation has to CEPTION OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE AND
pay State Income Tax, this is a deductible item. rl'S IRS EXTORTION RACKET, AND THE GENHowever, if the business is a Nevada Corpora- ERAL TRUTH BEHIND OUR MODERN ECOSELECTED BUSINESS EXPENSES
tion, there is NO State lncome Tax
NOMIC MAIAISE, SEE THE PHOENIX JOURNU: S ~ R A L T ECONOMIC
O
DISASTER (#4),
*Start-upCosts: No deductionsare allowed
* Child Care: You may pay up to $5000 PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL (#lo),YOU CAI(
for start-up expenses unless the corporation
chooses to treat those expenses as d e f d annually for an employee's child can without SLAY THE DRAGON (#16),AND THE NAKED
expenses and to amortize them equally wer a oonsidering it income to the employee. (Note: PHOENIX (# 17). [See back page for ordering
period of no less than 60 months; i.e. fees paid This is not an option for those individuals who informatio~]
to start a corporation.

* Employete Achhmnent Awards: These
are non-cash awards and their value cannot
e==d$400.

* Cat

lWlemg6: 28 cents per mile is the
current rate that a business can reimburse an
individual for using their car for business purmses. This is not considered income to the
hdividual. (Nets: an alternative to this is to m t
a car to a corporation. This is a way of drawing
funds out of a corporation without Employee
Taxes or Self-EmploymentTaxes being paid on
rental income.)

* Autolnobile Lease Pro$ram: This is for
vehicie leased by the corpomtion.
* M e a b And

Lodging: G e n d y you can
deduct thecosts ofthese as long asthe expense
isanordinaryandnecessary businessexpense.
* Entertahment: 80%ofanenkrtahment
expense is deductible to a corpomtion. This
expense must be somehow related to business
activities. Why not plan a taxdeductible business trip and take in a bit of .taxdeductible
entertainmentwhile you're at it.

Creator's Gift Of
Renewal: Springtime!
3/21/93#1

HATONN

SPRING EOUINOX

Time when Day and Night are
of equal length

You are in the time of the most important and powerful energies of your cycles.
This particular time of equinox is one of the
most powerful beginning-ending times of
the calendar cycle. You will now move into
a time of disruption in ever increasing force
and chaos.
It is also a time of the beginning of life
forms to be gifted to Earth Man which can
perfect his physical vehicle and also give
* E d u o a k ~ A b u s i n e s s c a n f u l l yhim sustenance-IF HE BUT SEES AND

HEARS. It is a time of coming into confrontation with self and with TRUTH. It is the
time of either returning to the customs
which gave balance and truth to existence
and experience-or a time to perish in
ignorance in avoidance of that truth. 'Custom" is not the accidental, trivial, and
meaningless thing which you thinkit to be.
It is the imperishable record of wisdom of
the illimitable past reaching back t o the
infancy of the races, revised, corrected,
enlarged, open to all alike, and read and
understood by all. Perhaps it is time to
return to those customs which gave balance, harmony and truth of expressionback to the teachings of balance and greater
existence AS GIVEN BY YOUR ELDERS
WHO BEGAN THIS GREAT MIGRATION
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TO YOUR PLANET. MAY INSIGHT BE my eye
theSightings l v s h o w t h i s a n n i n g ~
YOURS AT THIS MAGNIFICENT TIME I saw Him in my neighbor and in the pass- ,
dQrirch26.1 What he will give you
OF CHANGE.
erby.
is so similar in content and projection to what
WE HAVE GIVEN YOU that you will think it
A POINT TO REMEMBER:
"Yes, I believe in Jesus" for as I kneel to came from the same transcribed book-i.e.,
"200 mph winds will be felt in every square
PmY
GOD GRANTS LIBERTY ONLY
Within the str'llness of my soul I KNO W He inch of the planet, and in some places it will
TO THOSE WHO LOVE IT, AND
lives today.
reach as high as 400 mph. A s for safe
ARE ALWAYS READY TO GUARD
buildings, oval and round homes would bet**
AND DEFEND IT!
ter withstand the coming winds. ...." I don't
- Webster
believe I need to cover m0re-a.Uthis is found
Ah indeed, you can be lifted up as on in the JOURNALS already offered-and yes,
And:
wings of Eagles-but find comfort in the we shall get them back into our control soon,
"HE WHO HAS NO INCLINAfact that He knows of every Sparrow's fall. or reprint them. I am weary of the foolish,
TION TO LEARN MORE WILL BE
HIS great promise was to 'send the WORD greedy games of those who would turn the
VERY APT TO THINK THAT HE
forth unto the lands of Earth" and so shall information for sunrival into self ego aggranKNOWS ErJQUGH."
it be done. It shall go forth on those Eagle's dizement and wealth abundance for self.
- Powell wings and in the song of the winds to those
NEW TRICKS FROM THE
who will feast upon Creator's TRUTH-for
YOU SHALL NEVER KNOW
GEORGE GREEN-BELT
in THE TRUTH shall ye be made free--or
ENOUGH-UNTIL YOU
'...in ignorance shall ye perish from the
W O W ALL!
Now we are offered "bargaining"! The
face of the Earth."
"YE SHALL KNOW THE TRUTH AND adversary ALWAYS ENDS UP TRYING TO
**+
THE TRUTH SHALL MAKE YOU FREE." BARGAIN WITH GOD! But, the intent is
BUT FIRST, IT SNALL MRglItr YOU MAD1 the same as always-personal gain at the
expense of all others AND full intent to
I am going to share a poem sent to me
yesterdayfroman'Octogenariann,Carolyn
A NOTE ON EARTH UPHEAVALS silence our WORD in favor of his own
misinformation-scattering and full intent
Browning, which was written in 1950 A.D.
AND WRDON-MICHAEL
to destroy the Phoenix Institute and all
SCALLION ON TV
It is thoughtful, true and needs a bit of
that is held within by you blessed particimeditation lest you lose your directions
Since there is so very much critical pants. Well, none of it shall come to be.
and miss the glory of the passage and the
information to cover, I shall leave Earth George Green's new intent is to push the
guidance of the pathshower.
A s you read, keep in mind that 'Jesusn physical upheavals to my compatriot, Dr. Institute into involuntary bankruptcy so
is pronounced according to the languages Soltec, Geophysicist. I would, however, that gold in his possession will be lost to
of the different nations-and that One some also point out that 'general" knowledge is any and all-save himself. Nope, it is NOT
ofyou think to be theaChristedBeing", fits NOT ENOUGH. There are ones on your going t o happen-the Institute is CORPOas well. Just mentally place your favorite place given insight into things which will RATELY SOUND. Moreover, the gold and
word for T h e Christ" in the slot that reads come and, although NONE can know ex- silver, among other stolen property, is go'Jesus". For instance, that word in Span- actness of happenings-some are shown a ing to be demanded RETURNED TO THE
ish is 'Hay-soos", in Biblicaltimes'Esoos",
general time schedule. One such excep- ORIGINAL GIFTER. I.E., WE ARE GOING
etc. This 'Being" messenger of the Great tional student in the United Statesis Gordon- TO DEMAND OF THE COURT THAT THE
Spirit has also been known by many forms Michael Scallion. [SeeV r u f d S o E t s c ' s PRODUCT BE RETURNED TO THE
and labels-but Carolyn used the term &Ze
this week on p g p 26 d pay OWNER-WE
CERTAINLY WOULD NOT
'Jesus" and so, too, therefore, shall we.
attedon to ths Witor's note themin JEOPARDIZE THE GIFT BY PLACING IT IN
about ~ d d O c h a e ScaZUon
I
being on THE INSTITUTE. THERE ARE BMTER
I mow
1

'Yes, I believe in Jesus" my lips had oft'
replied
B u t w and anger thm 'the day its meaning
soon denied.
Yes, I believe in Jesus who walked by
Galilee
But He was very far away--and couldnt
come to me.
fluenty centuries are long, and time a curtain drew
For He had talked in Palestine with men I
never knew.

Then someone reached His hand to me in
such a loving way
Thatthm 'Histender kindness--Christ came
to me that day.
He lifted up the curtain--and there before

\
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PLACESFORTOTALPROTECTIONOFTHE
GIVER AND THE GIFT-WHEN HELD IN
SUCH TYPE 0F.COMMODITY.

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR
Thank you, Mr. Green,and your coalition with the University of Science and
Philosophy: THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR
shall not have more than this last issue,
readers. The PHOENZX LZBERA7Ok may
be dead-but remember-the PHOENIX
rises from the ASHESEVERY TIME! The
cry of the Phoenix silenced? Not for long,
chelas, not for long. Already we have offers
from others to carry the 'contentsw of the
publication. Unfortunately the ones who
shall do so have 'nothing" with which to
work either. But, when the going gets
tough-the tough get going. When we meet
a mountain-we shall persevere until we
either go around it, ovir it--or DIG right
through it.
You can bankrupt a thing, a person or
a project-YOU CANNOT BANKRUPTGOD!
IT MUST NEVER, AT ANY RATE, BE AN
ENTITY OR A PERSON IN WHICH YOU
PLACE YOUR "KNOWINGw-IT MUST BE
INTRUTHwAND 'WESHALLBE HEARDw.
THAT WAS THE MOTTO OF THE LIBERATOR OF THE C M L WAR-AND, REGARDLESS OF THE NAME OF A PAPER PRESENTATION-SO, TOO, SHALL WE CONTINUE TO SPEAK OUT AND BE HEARD!
CAN WE CHANGE THE WORLD BY OUR
WRITINGS?? NO, BUTYOU CAN BY YOUR
READINGSAND ACTIONS. WE CAN ONLY
"BLOWw THE TRUMPET-YOU MUST
"HEAR" IT.
YOU HAVE TO "LOOK"
Another little 'gem" and then we shall
move on to things of genetic and DNA
structuring, i.e.: from the sublime to the
ridiculous?
M Y JEWELS
Carolyn Browning
I have diamonds aplenty,
Precious stones to throw away,
For I gathered them in handfbls
Fhm the splendour of the day.

They were hidden in the water
'Neatha canopy of blue
So I cmrldn"tee them sparkle
Like the early mom'ng dew.
Oh, I cupped my hands like children
Holding all that I m l d take
And was given back great riches
As I tossed it on the lake.

Scattered far upon the surface
Drvps like d a z z l i n g ~ l shone.
s
God tmnsmuted simple wciter
Mo brilliant Precious Stones.

Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos
In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written
WORD also offers other tapes and
transcriptions of some taped topics,
videos on selected topics.
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two
tapes and 42.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The
transcriptions are $3.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign
countries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage i s included in tape and
transcription prices.
Please send check or money order to:
W O a p , P.O. Box 6 194,
Tehachapi, CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176 i f you have questions or you
wish to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card.
Ifyou desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send
at least a S 50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify
you as your balance reaches zero.
Special Order tapes are noted below by and are not automatically sent since
this material is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written
transcriptions are noted by #.
The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes
in bold in parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus:

m€

mf

2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4);
3/2 1/92(2); 3/28/92(1); 4/4/92(3);
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Community
Church;
4/13/92(1) #What i s a Semite?";
4/17/92(1) # 'Who Were the First
ChristiansT'
4/25/92(2)* # "The Photon Belt";
4/26/92(3); 5/1/92(1) "L.A. Riots and
The Bigger Plan";
5/2/92(3);
5/8/92(2) radio talk show;
5/9/92(4);
5/11 /92(3) * "Silent Weapons For
Quiet Wars";
5/13/92(3) meeting with European
visitors over lunch;
5/16/92(3); 5/23/92(2);
5/33/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and
Places In Between" tapes 1-3;
6/1/92(3); 6/4/92 (2); 6/6/92(4);
6/13/92(3); 6/2 1/92(3); 6/27/92(2);
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt
Lake City, UT;
6/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and
Places In Between" tapes 4-6;
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
7/12/92(3);

mf

wmf) NOW

ACCEPTS
VISA, DISCOVER OR
MASTER CARD

7/18/92(2) radio program; KTKK;
7/26/92(3);
8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
8/8/92 (2);
8/31 /92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters;
9/5/92(2);
9/12/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
10/4/92(3); 10/10/92(2);
10/17/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
10/24/92(2); 1 1/1/92(2);
11/1/92(1) radio program, New Mexico;
11/8/92(2); 11/14/92(3); 1 1/22/92(2);
11/25/92(1) radio program, Gallup, NM;
11/29/92(2); 12/6/92(2);
12/6/92 (2) Cosmos Patriot Croup-I;
12/7/92(1) Cosmos Patriot Croup-11;
12/12/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Croup-111;
12/13/92(2); 12/20/92(2);
1213 1/92(1)* Constitutional Law Center;
1/2/93(2);
1/14/93(2) Seminar speech by Retired
Police Officer Jack McLamb;
1/16/93(2); 1/2 3/93(3); 1/30/93(2);
2/6/93(1); 2/13/93(2); 2/18/93(2);
2/20/93(2) radio program on KTKK
featuring Soltec with Hatonn.
SPECIAL AUDIO: 8/16/92(3)*, Col. James "80"
Critz citizens' patriot rally speech in Tehachapi;
SPECIAL VIDEO: 8/16/92, ~ehachapiCitizens'
Rally featuring Col. James "BowCritz, $1 2;
AUDIO: steven ~ a u rWEMUST
TAKE AMERICA BACK" available for $ 5 ;
SPECIAL MUSICAUDIO: Brent Modrhead - "LETT
TAKE OUR NATION BACK" available for 5 5.

SPECIALMUSIC

-
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YHvENIX JOURNALS LIST

HELP
SPREAD
THE
WORD
PURCHASE
MULTIPLE
COPIES
OF THIS OR
OTHER
ISSUES OF

THE PHOENIX
LIBERATOR
AND PASS
THEM OUT
TO YOUR
FRIENDS.
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR

TODAY'SWATCH
TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
805-822-0202
Announcing a service for
our dedicated readers.
Today's Watch phone
line carries news and
c o m m e n t s
fromcommander
Hatonn's writings. This
is our way of keeping
you informed about
breaking world events.
The message machine
will answer after 2 rings
if there are any new messages for that day, and
after 4 rings if not. In
that way daily callers can
hang up after 2 rings and
save toll charges if no
new message has been
recorded. The message
updateb), if any, occur
by 6 PM Pacific Time.

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES
CALLED THE P H O E m JOURHALS AND HAVE BEEN WIUTI'EN
TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONGSTANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER CRlTICAL
MAIZTERS TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A
SPECIES. JOURNALS ARE $7.95
EACH PLUS SHIPPING.

46.TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
47.PRE-FLIGHT
INSTRUCTIONS
---VVL. 1

48.TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49.TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50.THE D M N E PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VI1
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53.TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54.THE FUNNEL'S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56.SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN
2000, D M N E PLAN VOL.11
58.FROM THE FRYING
PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59.'REALITY" ALSO HAS A
DRUM-BEAT!
6 1. PUPPY-DOG TALES
EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL
EXPRESS VOLUMES I 86 I1
(BOOK)
$11.95
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL
EXPRESS VOLUMES I11 86 IV
(BOOK) $1 1.95
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL
EXPRESS VOLUMES V & VI
(BOOK) $1 1.95
EX 4.PHOENIX JOURNAL
EXPRESS VOLUMES XI11 & XIV
(BOOK) $15.95
EX 5. PHOENIX JOURNAL
EXPRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI
(BOOK) $19.95

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS
NAME IMMANUEL, I AM
SANANDA
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL
REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC
DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO m G E D DON
6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN
FEET FROM HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN'S DRUMMERS
10.PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
1 1. CRY O F THE PHOENIX
12.CRUCIFIXION O F THE
PHOENIX
13.SKELETONS IN THE
CLOSET
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE,
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF
THE PHOENIX
15.RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
---16.YOU CAN SLAY THE
DRAGON
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
17.THE NAKED PHOENIX
AlUY JOURHALS OR BOOKS
18. BLOOD AND ASHES
MENTIONED I10 THIS HEWS19.FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
PAPER, PLEASE CONTACT:
20.THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, Inc.
21. CREATION, THE SACRED
Post Office Box 28159
UNIVERSE
Las
Vegas, Nevada 89126
23. BURNT OFFERINGS
1-800-800-5565
24. SHROUDS O F THE SEV(Mastercard, VISA, Discover)
ENTH SEAL
25.THE BITTER COMMUNION
SHIPPING CHARGES:
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY
USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)
ANY NAME: KHAZARS
UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.OO ea add'l
27.PHOENIX OPERATORBookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OO ea add'l
OWNER MANUAL
Priorlty-$3.40 1st title, $1 .OO ea add'l
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM
ALASKA & HAWAII
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
38.THE DARK CHARADE
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1 .OO ea add'l
39.THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 Ist title, $1 ea add'l
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I
40.THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1 -50 ea add'l
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I1
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l
41.THE DESTRUCTION OF A
PLANET--ZIONISM IS RACISM
FOREIGN
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
Surface-$3.00 1 st title, $1 .50 ea add'l
43.TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
Airbook-$8.00 per tltle estimate
44.TANGLED WEBS VOL. I1
(Please allow 5-8 weeks for delivery)
45.TANGLED WEBS VOL. I11
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